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MINISTf.R OF EDUCATION: I should like to give the House what I 

might call a progress report on the matter of grants for 

recreational projects, physical education projects. 

Several weeks ago I was able to announce that fifteen 

communities had received financial assistance for recreational 

projects under the Recreational Capital Grants Programme. I am 

now very pleased to announce that the following additional 

communities have qualified for assistance under this programme: 

Lumsden - a playing field, Norris Point - swimming pool, Corner 

Brook - an outdoor sports complex, Eddies Cove East - an outdoor 

hockey rink, Stag Harbour - a sports field, Fortune - a soccer field, 

Garnish - a soccer field, Cormack - an outdoor rink, Roddickton - a 

sports field, Hopedale - an outdoor rink, Nain - a sports field and 

outdoor rink 1 (without 1 I may add, &ny artificial ice 'They have not 

requested any artificial ice\ and Makkovik - an outdoor rink. 

Mr. Chairman, I am sure that there are other hon. members, or 

all hon. members are probably wondering what about this project or 

that project, this community and that community, ?his is a progress report, 

as I indicated,and there are other applications on hand, not perhaps 

tomorrow- well tomorrow.- in the Parliamentary sense. Tomorrow may be 

two weeks time, if we are here, may be less than that, there will be 

others that I will be able to announce as well. 

I might say, Mr. Speaker, these are very gratifying developments. 

This is an indication of something we are all recognizing now, namely 

that there is a tremendous increase all over this Province, in every 

part of this Province, in recreation• Of course the interest has been 

there perhaps.but nothing has been done about it,to any great extent. 

MR. HICKEY: Do we have to send in coupons? 

MR. :mLA:-1: N'o. We are giving green stamps. 
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MR. ROHE: My old friend got to be careful here. He has a district 

out there that we are trying to look,after too. He has got to be 

nice to me. 

UR. Mt.:RPIIY: 

MR. ROWE: As a matter of fact, at this very minute, our Director 

of Recreation, Mr. Snow, is meeting with officials of the Municipal 

Council of St. John's, at this very minute,in City Hall. 

MR. MURPHY: I just asked a question and •••••••• 

MR. ROWE: Five minutes ago I had occasion to contact Mr. Snow on 

another matter and that is where I got him,in the Office of the 

City Engineer.at City Hall. There will be others.Mr. Speaker, and 
-0 

there will be, I stress that point because I am sure that hon. 

members will be receiving queries from various communities. "What about 

our project,' All these applications are under discussion and under 

examination and we hope will be processed, 1n most cases will be 

processed in~the very near future. I will table copies of this for 

the press. 
C. 

MR. MURPHY: You better hurry on because you never know when the 

election is going to be called. You had better get them all out in 

a hurcy. 

MR. SPEAK.ER: Before we go into the Orders of the Day, I would like, 

on behalf of all the members of the House,to extend a very cordial 

welcome to a number of students from the Fisheries College. They are 

second year Electronicrstudents and they are accompanied by their 

Guidance Councillor, Mr. Bob LeMessurier. 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 

MR. SMALLWOOD (J.R.): Mr. Chairman, I have a number of answers to 

questions directed to the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing. 

257,on the Order Paper of ~arch 29,in the name of the hon. the Leader 

of the Opposition, although I notice here it is 29/3/71, would be 

March 29, would it not? 
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NR. CURTIS: It is already answered, Mr. Premier. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: It is already answered. It shows you see, it shows, 

service with a smile. 

Question 254 on the Order Paper of March 29 1 in the name 

of the same hon. gentleman and directed to the Minister of Public Works, 

it ought to have been directed in fact to the Minister of Municipal 

Affairs and Housing. 

The answer to the first part is ten, and the second part -

Old Perlican, Placentia, Port aux Basques, Springdale, St. George's, 

Trepassey, Aguathuna,, Burin, and the amounts are listed here. I will 

not bother to read them out.I will send the list over to the hon. 

gentleman. 

There is also a house,not in that -list, that was constructed 

at Harbour Breton. I cannot give the cost because they are not 

finalized. 

The answer to the third pdrt is that these were prefabricatetl 

houses. There is only one house prefabricating factory in the 

Province and it went to them - but except for two, one at Burin and 

the one at Port aux Basques. The one at Burin,by lowest tender was 

$41,436.38, and the one at Port aux Basques, the lowest tender there 

was $39,269.09, but the others were prefabricated and the tenders were 

called for the foundations. All of these were dwellings. It cost a 

lot less to buy the prefabricated houses aod have them taken and put 

in place. 

Question no. 256, directed to the Minister of Public Works 

in error. It ought to have been directed to the Minister of Municipal 

Affairs. That is on the Order Paper of March 29. It is the same 

kind of information. The answer to the first part is eleven, to· 

the second part - Bay L'Argent, Grand Bank, Springdale, Dunville, 

Grand Falls, Grand Falls, Grand Falls, (three} Port Saunders, 

Bay Roberts, Fogo. 
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MR. Mt:RPUY: These are welfare officers, the other one medical 

officers. 

:m.. S!!ALLUOOD: All right. The one in Harbour Breton is not 

fin.'.llized, I notice that is the same in the other one - there 

must have been two at Harbour Breton and the costs are not finalized. 

I do not know why. 

The same answer, they were done by, except several 

of them, they w~re done by prefabrication. 

At Bay L'Argent there were seven·quotations. At Grand ,, 

Bank there were six. At Springdale there were four. At Dunville 

there were six. And in Grand Falls there were twelve quotations, 

tenders. At Port Saunders there were three, Bay Roberts - four, 

Harbour Breton -seven. 

In Fogo,where there seems to be an urgent need for the 

house, it was ordered as a prefabricated house. I will send the 

list along. 

Question no. 527, also directed to the Minister of Public 

Works,by someone, I do not know whom. · I t is question 527 • Yes 

the member for Fortune Bay, ~be answer to part one is $600, bought 

from George Lawrence; part two - foundations and preparatory work 

cost $8,170.42, (c) delivered at the site $14,925, roughly $15,000. 

(d) this is included in (c) above included in the cost of the 

huilding,included the furnis?ings and fittings. The $14,925 included 

the furnishings and fittings. 

The total cost of the whole thing, everything including the 

surveying,was $24,035.42. The answer to question "2" is $79 a month, 

and the answer to the third question is ten for doctors, eighteen 

for welfare officers and one for a magistrate. 

Question ho. 258,on the Order Paper of !-!arch 29, in the 

mime of the hon. the temporary Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. MU~PIIY: Answered by the temporo.ry Premier. 
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~m. S~LLUOOD: Permanent. The Tories have the feeling that the 

Premiership of Newfoundland is permanently held •••• won six times. 

Question 258,on the Order Paper of March 29,by the hon. 

gentleman and addressed to the Hinister of Municipal Affairs. It 

is too long to read out. They are asking the places where property 

has been acquired for land banks, giving the acreage, cost to the 

Government and the detail of central mortgage and municipal 

participation, Hell ,the answer is that the places where land has 

been acquired for future development are Burin, Trepassey, Dunville, 

Harbour Breton, St. John's,~ewtown; some industrial, some residential 

land,and Corner Brook, the new satellite town I suppose. 

MR. mrRPHY: Is that going to be called St. John's, Newtown? 

MR. SMALLWOOD: No. That is what it is called here on this 

answer. There might be someth~g to be said for that, calling 

it St. John's Newtown, however that will not be the name. 

But I can promise the hon. gentleman that it will not be 

called after him. No. 

MR. MURPHY: The hon. gentleman feels •uite assured that while the 

present Government is in power there will be nothing called after 

him. 

MR. SMALLWOOD:Corner Brook, St. Alban's~ Milltown, Ba~e Verte, it is 

approximately 600 ~cres. Approximately 33 acres in Burin, 37 acres 

in T.repassey, 47 acres in Dunville, 29 acres in Harbour Breton, 480 

acres St. John's industrial, and 13,090 acres residential, 300 

acres Corner Brook, 24 acres St. Alban's, 56 acres Milltown, and 

Baie Verte 600 acres, the 600 was not the total of it all. That 

was just the amount for Baie Verte, so it is quite an acreage. 

Then there is a column showing how 111Uch of it is already 

developed or being developed and then how much is left for fu~ure 

development and the cost to the Government. I see there is one lot 

that cost the Government nothing - Bale Verte 600 acres. In Milltown 
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}ffi. SMALLWOOD: it cost us $10,000 and in St. Alban's $13,000, 

Corner Brook, the land for future development is not yet acquired. 

I do not see how they can say that it is acquired and then 

say it is not. St. John's,industrial and residential,is now under 

arbitration. -Harbour Breton cost us $5.500. Dunville is under 

arbitration. ·trepassey cost us $2,700 and Burin cost us $2,500. 

Federal participation in Burin, Trepassey, Dunville and 

Corner Brook is on a seventy-five - twenty-five per cent basis, that 

is,Central Mortgage and the Government of Canada put up seventy

five per cent of the cost and the Newfoundland Government twenty

five per cent. 

In the case of St. John's,the industrial land, that is 

480 acres, being financed by DREE, by a loan from DREE. The 

850 acres of the St. John's,Newtown,,residential, seventy-five per cent, 

twenty-five per cent Federal-Provincial and the rest of it,I assume,is 

all Provincial. 

Question no. 431,on the Orde~ Paper of April 13, in the name 

of the hon. member _for Fortune Bay; He asks the Government to indicate 

for how many months each of ,the unoccupied houses of the subsidized 

and economic rental units in Maeystown has been vacant. How long has 

each of the houses been vacant? It is presumed that this question 

relates to the vacancy report given in answer to the earlier question, 

when it was stated that the thirty-seven economic rental units were 

vacant on March 1, 1971. So apparently the answer has already been 

given. 

I may say that.in my opinion, everyone of these houses will 

be occupied shortly and an awful lot more houses will be needed in 

Marys town. 

MR. EARLE: Inaudible. 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: It seems to have been given. The answer to that 

question also explained that while two subsidized rental units were 

vacant at that time, this was normal turn-over vacancy and the project 

is in effect fully occupied. Apparently they.are all now fully 

occupied. 

The answer now given,therefore, relates to the economic 

rental units. No, the subsidized rental units are all occupied now. 
\. 

With regard to the economic rental units which were vacant on 

March l~t.,the answer is too long to read out,so I will send it over. 

Incidentally these that are not rented at the moment, whether 

they be economic or uneconomic, subsidized or unsubsidized, every 

vacant house in Maeystown should very shortly be occupied and with 

Marystown faced with dire need for many more houses to be built. 

Question 472·,on the Order· Paper of April 14, in the name 

of the hon. gentleman and the member for St. John's Westi There is 

·a schedule attached, It is too long to read out, I will send it 

over. 
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T-1P .'POWE: I have one question here for which I have the answer, Question 

551, asked by the Leader of the Opposition. On the Order Paper of May 10. 

It relates to the use of our facilities at Torbay by a hockey school. The 

Director informs me that we rent ·out our facilities at Torbay Bay and have 

been doing it for some years, :he gymnasium, the swimming pool, now the· 

hostel facilities as well. In February I think,when it became known thatwe ,.,<'rP 

going to have hostel facilities available, some three organizations 

approached us to ne8otiate the use, rent for the use of that. These 

negotiations were proceeding very well. Unfortunately our renovations and 

repairs to Torbay proved to be more extensive and more time-consuming than 

had been anticipated by the Department of Public Works.and their engineers. 

The result was,we were forced to inform these three organizations that we 

could not have our hostel facilities available,for their rental use,on time. 

In the case of one of the organizations this did not present a 

problem. In the case of two others, one the hockey training one, the other 

the Gymnastics training project, it did present arproblemi they would not 

have had time to arrange any alternative facilities. they might have had 

either to postpone or to cancel their plans for the hockey school. I BIil 

very happy to say that our officials"took the bull by the horns" so to speak,' 

on the matter, and said to them, in effect, "well look, -..,e do not have our 

hostel arrangements, we do not want to. We realize this is not your fault., 

it is our fault. Actually it is nobody's fault but it was circumstances 

beyond our control, anybody's contr-ol. We would be very happy if it would 

be any use to you. We would be very happy to let your group, your trainees 

use our gym as a sort of a dormitory, at no cost at allf This is what they 

ap.reed to do, They brought in their own army cots, placed them in the gym, 

without,of course, with the floor properly covered.they use that gymnasiU111 

as a dormitory in place of the hostel facilities which . would otherwise have 

been available to them, This was done in the case of two organizations. 

Of course the repairs and renovations there, 1 have not been down there for 

two weeks or so but I would think that by now they are pretty well completed . 

and we do not anticipate this sort of emerp,ency ~.-111 arise any more. Ap.ain 
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I would roint out that we do rent our facilities to recognized organiz

ations and groups; swimming pool, gym and so on, on a standard rental 

charge. These facilities are available up to a maximum use>of course,as 

far as time is concerned,to any group wishing to take advantage of it. 

MP..1-nJRPHY: Mr, Speaker, if I may be permitted just one supplementary 

question. I am referring more to the accommodations, Will these accommod

ations, board, lodging, be available to recognized athletic groups, like 

visiting for tournaments etc,? They will be availabler 

MR.ROWE: Oh yes, that is the whole purpose. A group comes in from say, 

Corner Brook. Well, it is a gymnastics team,comes in for display. They 

cannot afford to go and pay fifteen dollars a day at a hotel here. If they 

did the project would be out. But, w:1.th a hostel, my hon. friend probably 

knows we have a cafeteria there as well, One of the reasons, by the way, 

we were anxious and very happy to oblige these groups at that time is that 

the cafeteria is a marginal operation. ~t is a private concession, marginal 

operation as far as profits are concerned. Any time we can create additional 

patronage for that cafeteria., it makes us all the happier because of cou:-se 

we want to keep that cafeteria there.as filling a very important need there. 

But these facilities are available to any recognized group 1 That includes, 

of course,the facilities,include the hostel accommodations as well as the 

gym,the swimming pool and other facilitles as well. I am very happy to see, 

I am sure all hon. members will be\ the degree to which these facilities 

are being used down there. The one group I am familiar with, the badminton 

group, ~he hundred and fifty members of the St, John's Badminton Associat·,on., 

using those facilities down there - I said to somebody one timejwhy do they 

not use it another night as well, three nights a week,so they can give better 

opportunity, the answer I got was,the gymn is simply not available, The gymn 

is being used so much by others the use is the maximum. 

'!"R,ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, some of the questions standing in my name on the 

Order Paper: First two questions asked by the hon. member for Burin.addressed 

to the Minister of Educ:ttion, which T think more appropriately should be 
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answered hy me. First of these,Sir, Question No. 79,0rder Paper,March 25: 

I can only speak for the petiod from June of 1969. I think the member from 

Rurin,if he searched his memory.1,muld have some information before that point. 

Hut,since that time meetings have been held between me, and representatives 

of the University. The outcome of the meeting 1in a very short form,Mr. Speaker, 

was no satisfactory result at all. Accordingly we have gone to the College 

of Trades a Technology to have a course put into effect. 

Question No. 81.(l)There are no formal agreeMents. They are very 

well understood informal agreements,to the effect that a proportion of 

Newfoundland students in the medical and dental facilities at Dalhousie 

will decrease somewhat in the medical sense but remain unaltered or increased 

in the dental sense. The phasing 1,n __ ~_f the new medical school at Memorial 

University,obviously,is lessening the demand by Newfoundland students for 

places at Dalhousie. (2) We are now negotiating that point.Mr. Speaker, 

with a view towards reducing the number of students in respect of whom we 

contribute,in view of the fact the r~r capita contribution by the Govern

ment of all the Atlantic Provinces,f~r each medical or dental student,1J 

increasing rapidlJ,Qur absolute contribution may remain the same, but it 

will buy fewer places. 

Question No. 94: On the Order Paper March 25: I have them here and I will 

put them on the table of the House~Mr. Speaker, so that hon. members can 

read tham at whatever leisure they wish. The hon. gentleman also asked if 

they have been changed, the terms of reference to the St. John's Advisory 

Council has been changed,with a view to making the Council a more effective 

coardinating force! While tam nn that point,Sir, I may announce that 

the Government have appointed three new members to the St. John's Hospital 

AHvisory Council. Pr, Ralph Moore of the General Hospital, Mr. Don KellAnd 

of the Charles A Janeway Child Health Centre, Mr. David Sparkes of the 

Childrens R~hab. Centre. These are the chief executive officers of those 

hospitals. 

Question No. 107: On the Order Paper March 25. It is fairly long so I will 
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lay a copy on the Table of the House, about the Janeway Apartments and 

the rents down there. 

March 25. Tabled. 

Similarly, Question No. 142, on the Order Paper 

Question No. 268: on the Order Paper of March 29. 

(1) Yes. March 16, 1971 (2) No. Because a review of potential needs 

for additional medical staff in the area throughout the Province, in respect 

of which the Government provide direct medical service~ as indicated that has 

the need for the fourth doctor at Grand Bank is outweighed by the need for 

other doctors at several other points in the Province. We are goinF: to 

put the other doctors in place first. (3) Yes. April 21, 'fhe Matter il": 

~ow receiving consideration from my officials. 

Question No. 282: March 29, the Order Paper on which it will be found. 

There has been no revised budget submitted. The CoT'lillission's financial year 

is the same as that of the Government. The Commission began oneration on 

April 1, 1969 . The financial statement for that year will he found in the 

first annual report.which I think,Mr. Speaker,,has been tabled since the hon 

gentleman asked the question. The budget for the 1970-71 financial yecr 

will be found in the estimates for the House, as approved b¥ the House, 

on page 165. The financial statements for that year will be given as soon 

as I have received the Commission's annual report. I do not have it as yet. 

Question No. 284. on the Order Paper March 29. (1) list tabled. the only 

thing that looks interesting on it is a padder. I asked ny officials what 

a padder was.for the total of $98.84. A padder is a machine which holds 

the separate sheets,in a bunch of forms,in place,while a strip of glue is 

being aprlied so that the separate sheets are made into pa~e4, The Commission 

always huy on a call of tenders for anything in excess of $500, Anything 

!ess than that is a matter of negotiations between the Commission and the 

sources of their supply. 

Question No. 294. On the 6rder Paper of }'arch 29. (1) t do not have the 

total hut I have the two breakdowns. We paid Horwood, Campbell and Guihan 

$95,466. We paid the firm of Deleuw Cather $4, 093, approximately $100,000. 
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I may add,Sir, that these plans are not completed but the Government has 

indicated we are now proceeding to have the plans completed. (2) We have 

investi~ated four: One near the cemetery in Carbonear, one near the tannery 

in Carbonear, site near the existing hospital, then a site near Noel's 

garage which was the site that has finally been selected. That is on 

Saddle Hill I believe. We have had reports from Horwood Campbell & Guihan 

from Deleuw Cather, from the Health Facilities Designs Jjivision of the 

Government of Canada and from my own officials in the Department of Health. 

Question 486 on the Order Paper of April 16. I have nothing to add to the 

statement which I made in this House on April 17, 1970. 

m.CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker, in connection with Question 486, when the Minister 

answered last year I believe he said that there was no substance to the 

charges. The Minister means that this is still the same position,! gather. 

"1-IR.ROBERTS: Nr. Speaker, I have nothing to add to my statement, what I 

said last year stands. 

MR.CROSBIE: Well, in connection with part 2, of the question, did the 

hon. member for Placentia West supply the Minister with any further details? 

MR.ROBERTS: 1•r. Speaker, I think my answer really was a complete one, I 

am not trying to evade it in any way. What I said a year ago or a little 

over, thirteen months ago, in the House,it is still a full and complete 

answer to the question raised by the hon. gentleman. 

ORDERS OF THE DAY: 

MR.CROSBIE: On Orders of the DAy,Mr. Speaker, before we go into Orders 

of the Day,I have a question for the hon. minister of Finance. Could he 

advise the House whether the Government intends to give the Newfoundland 

Government Employees Association the right to strike,as has been suggested 

by the President of that Association, ~fr. William Noseworthy? On the same 

topic could he advise the House "'hether or not he intends to bring in new 

ler.islation to replace the ~ublic Service Collective Bargaining Act, which 

ler,ielation,the present should be scrapped and new legislation brour,ht in. 

~IR.JONES: ~•r. Speaker, I 'l,.•ould be very happy to ans"l..'er these questions but 
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I "'ould like to have notice of them, have them on the Order Paper. They 

are two weighty questions involv:l.t,g the policy of Government. 

Cnmmittee_of Supply: 

__ Heading 14, Fisheries. 

~'R .EMILE: Mr. Chairman, ,,,hen I finally succeeded in putting everybody to 

sleep ;it eleven o'clock last night.by being deliberately monotonous on this 

particular discussion, I did ~o deliberately because I thought that the 

\ 
introduction of such an important subject as Fisheries,at seven or eight 

minuter. to eleven o'clock at night,after literally a twelve hour dayJit 

was a little bit too much and certainly did not indicate any great consid

eration on the part of the Government or those who call the order at that 

late hour,that the thing could be discussed intelligentlY, and so I, as I 

say 1 I was deliberately monotonous just to run out of time last night. 

I was making a point which I think might bear repPtition 

particularly in view of the fact that there are some students of the 

Fisheries College in the galleries tris morning. I was giving a little 

of the background of the salt codfis~ industry,with particular emphasis. 

in which I deplored the drop-off of employment in that industry and the 

things which are associated with the auxiliary activities which at--one 

time were so very ereat in this frovince. I refer to such things as the 

making of packages, the cutting of staves and all of this sort of things 

that went into the preparation and export of salt fish. It is nothing at 

all to see,in the outports around the Province in various areas, two or three 

hundred men e~ployed at these activities, Now that the fishery has become 

more streamlined,we like to think more modern, where most of the activities 

are concentrated in deco-sea draggers and deep-sea fishing, the shore fishery 

unfortunately is fast becomin~ a thing of the past. This has a very 

unsatisfactory result. insofar, there are far less people getting gainful 

employment out of it. 

Our younr- visitors today r,rohal,ly do not remember many of the 

thinr,s which happened in the past and perhaps some of them are better forgotten 
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because conditions in tho!'le days were far from satisfa.ctory. But, it must 

be remembered that the several thousands of men who were wc,rking in those 

days at the fisheries were livini? on a scale which·.ras comparable to every

body else in that day. Today, ,~hile the thing has advanced to a point where 

earnings are getting up somewhere near what we hope they wi;J..l eventually 

he, th::y are still far from satisfact.ory, are still now considerably 

below the comparison of wage:s and earnin~s in other activities. So, '-'bile · 

the industry is improving in a quick and logi(ral sense,it has not yet by 

any means reached 
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1:R. F.ARLE: the stage where it has reached the point of giving adequate 

earnings to those who participate in it, with a few exceptions. There are 

dragger skippers
1
of course

1
and deep sea draggers,men that do make very 

satisfactory wages, but the average fellow~who goes at the fisheries in a 

more or less casual way,does not earn an adequate living. I do not think 

he ever can, if he approaches it in that manner. 

Mr. Chairman,the interest in fisheries has a peculiar cycle in this 

particular Province. It seems to revive very strongly in election years. 

Between election years there does not seem to be emphasis placedcon the 

attention which should be paid to the fisheries. But all of a sudden in 

election years the fisheries become very, very important indeed. 

I remember the first time I was elected as a member to this Bouse, the 

whole manifesto in that election campa:l,gn was based on the fisheries, the 

development of the fisheries. I am very sorry and regretfully have to report 

that so many of the things that were in that manifesto have never been done 

and have not been accomplished, Now 

repeated,with a promise to the future. 

today,we see the same things being 

I think_. the people today are ·,;etting 

much wiser •• They are becoming aware that they cannot accept promises nor 

pie in the sky theories. They want to get down to earth or get down to 

sea in this case, and see what will be done fa: the fisheries, not what will 

be promised for the fisheries. 

The old-time industries in the fisheries,where they often, as I say, 

employed several hundred people, G~nerally speaking did not get any great 

help by way of subsidy or certainly any grants or anything of that nature. 

When you come to make a comparsion of those days with today, when an 

industry which may employ 300 or 400 people is guaranteed to the extent 

of perhaps $150 million, we cannot but draw a conclusion as to why the 

fisheries of this Province did not proceed at the same pace as some other 

industry. Because none of these. none of this important industry was looked 

at in the light that it should have guarantees of s~bstantial amounts of 

money,wbich would help it really to get on its feet. 
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MR, EARLE: There were some enterpreneurs and some active men who made 

valiant attempts to build up the industry to a certain extent. But, even 

in their case. I do not feel and I have never felt that the industry was 

given the proper attention and the proper importance that it deserved. 

When I was closely associated with it and went to Ottawa to meet the 

Federal Government on many ocassions, I was continually preaching that 

gospel almost to adnauseam. Some of the officials in Ottawa used to 

get, I think, tired of hearing me say that from a national standpoint 

the fisheries were of very, very little concern to Ottawa. This has 

been the basic reason and the real reason why the fisheries of Canada 

have not progressed. Unlike other countries, particular European countries 

where the fisheries are of dominant importan~e, in Canada the fisheri~s are 

just something to fill in the gaps or.if a fellow cannot get anything else 

to do, he goes there. 

Now this has been degrading to the industry and it has been particularly 

degrading to the fishermen themselvea,-because to a great extent,over the 

years they lost faith in the indur.try. This was further e111phasized 

deteriorated by the attitude of the_time~of the Provincial Government.towards 

the fisheries. Because there was so much open criticism of fish merchants 

and fisheries generally that. everybody got to the stage of feeling; well, 

the further we are away from this particular industry, the better it is for 

all concerned. 

It is almost like politics, the Newfomidlanders came to the conclusion 

that it is so dirty to be associated with politics and it was even 

dirtier to be associated with the.fisheries. Because the sort of remarks 

that were made against this industry at the time,and I well recall when 

I was closely associated with it, what terrible effects these remarks had 

in the marketing of our product. I was very actively associated with the 

marketing of the product and,time after time 1in going to the markets, I 

would have it slapped up to me that your Government does not seem to think 
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HR. EARLE: very much of the fisheries• _!,ook what they are saying about it.' ' 

I remember, on one ocassion. a former Minister of Fisheries,who ~as now 

passed on to his reward, came to my home,with the Danish Minister of Fisheries 

and other European fisheries expert,and we sat down and we let our hair 

down over the evening and talked about fisheries until very late 

at niEht, early in the morning actually. When I was saying good-bye to 

the Minister at that time,from Denmark, he called me to one side and said, 

"Mr. Earle, I cannot be impolite.I am your guest,"but:he said,"did you introduce 

me to this gentleman, as the Minister of Fisheries?" I said;''yes, he is 

the Minister of Fisheries, a very fine gentleman, a clo~e friend of mine.• 

'"Well; he said,''if he werethe Hiuister of Fishedes in Denmark, he would 

be strung up.• He said he would not live ten minutesi if he talked about 

the fisheries in that way. His whole attitude towards it was negative 

and this I am afraid penneated the whole Govermnent at that time. , . -
AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. EARLE: There was a Minister from Denamrk and there was another 

gentleman from E~rope, I cannot recall his name at the time. He was a high 

cfficial in the Fisheries at that ~~rticular time. I do not recall his name. 

But, anyhow, they thought,and rightly so I think, we were taking a 

very, very dim view of the fisheries and the development of fisheries. 

They frankly could not understand it. 

Now today we are once again finding a resurrection of interest in the 

fisheries and again rightly so. It is gradually being recognized, as being 

of vast impo~tance to this Province. Whether it develops along entirely 

different lines, as I expect it must, it will still play a very important 

part indeed in the lives of a gre~t many people around this Province and 

will for many, many years to come. It will,of oourse,have its ups and 

downs.-!he fishing business,being the nature that it is, will not always 

be prosperous, as we hope it will be this year and perhaps for the next few 

years, but it will have its swings back and forth. 
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MR. EARLE: nut,if we can sttladly make progress, in spite of these <lips 

and hollows and these sunnnits, we may eventually get somewhere,to the point 

that we hope we can in this Province> putting the fisheries into its 

rightful place and importance to the whole scheme of things. Important 

as other industries are in Newfoundland, because of our geographically 

position and the natural resource we have at our doorstep, the fisheries 

must always be regarded as one of the most important of our natural assets. 

Now here today we have great cause for worry because of the depreciation 

of the stocks in the fisheries, which have been reported so constantly by 

the dragger and trawler fleet and by the operaters of these boats. Again, 

to go back a little, I recall when I served as a member of ICNAF, that is, 

the Intemational Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries, That 

was back in 1961.I think, ten years ago. But aven at that time.ten years 

t he scientists who are the adv-isers to that commission, were then tellinf• 'ago, 

the industry that something had to be done about it or the stocks of fish 

would disappear. They were not as firm in their remarks as they are today, 

because they had not collected sufficient evidence. They very often 

beclouded the issue by going into long treatise- · scientific aspect 

of fisheries, which might be intelligible to some of those there. but 

certainly were not to most of us. 

But the point behind all of this was they were worried then about the 

depletion of stocks, and I can well recall the attempts,that Intemational 

Agreement on the size of nets, the mesh of nets and the control of the 

catching of fish, all received a run· up against a blank wall. You might 

get one or two nations to agree, generally the ones who were not very much 

interested in the fisheries or at least interested in some of the others, 

but the big operators, the people who are coming over here in the thousands 

and taking the fish off of our very doorsteps,were the ones who were the 

least interested in conservating the stock. Now at last they are waking 

up to the fact that there maybe nothing left for them, if this carries ,on 
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MR. F.ARLE: There is a possibility at last, I think, that some International 

Agreements may be reached. But, in the meantime, we here in Newfoundland 

have a basic fishery which must be preserved and which must grow. We 

cannot wait for the interminable attempts to reach the international 

ar,reement. Canada must take a stronger approach to it than that,It has 

to be adamant about protectinr, its own interest in the fisheries. I think, 

the Federal Government in Ottawa, although it is showing more interest, 

has not yet wakened up to the fact that this is of such great importance 

to this particular part of Canada. They will only wake up to its importance , 

if Newfoundland and the Newfoundland Government is foremost in its protest 

and in its demands for the protection of the fisheries. It is no good in 

this particular case to leave everrthing to Uncle Ottawa, because Uncle 

Ottawa is not all that interested in fisheries. They have had to subsidize 

us for years and help us out in various ways, but they do not mind paying 

out a few million dollars,apparently. But when it comes to conservation 

and really building up a· viable industry here, I do not think we can 

expect them to show the initiative. The initiative will have to come from 

Newfoundland and it will have to be spearheaded by the Government of 

Newfoundland. The Government of Newfoundland must not just talk, the 

Government of Newfoundland have to act, because this is a very substantial 

part of our life-blood 1 I suppose is what you would call the white corpuscles 

of our blood stream. We have to, whether we like it or not, we must, we 

have to, Mr. Chairman, protect what remaining stocks we have of our fisheries 

and hOpefully,if the proper conservation measures are taken,to build these 

back into something like they were in the past. 

Now, I think this also applies very dramatically today to the inshore 

fishery because what is happening• certain natural resources are being 

exploited at a terrific rate. I think particular~y the area which I 

represent,the south coast of Fortune Bay and down around the area,the herring 

fishery I which is now been exploited by terrific machines ~ that is all you 

can call them. they are literally machines that go out and stick down a huge 
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MR. EARLE: net and bring in tons upon thousands of tons of these herring. 

They come in at night.with lights blazing. they clean up the whole business 

and they go on. The great worry of the fishermen in that area is that, in 

so doinr,, they are cleaning up everything else with it and they are destroying 

the bottom of the ocean and they are really wrecking haddock. 

Now nobody in his right senses wants to discourage an industry such as we 

have on the South Coast; where a great many plant workers and a great many ' -
seamen find their livlihooa from the operations of these herring seiners 

and in the plants. But in the particular herring business,where so much of 

it is going into meal and animal feed,the amount of employment is not ~ery 

great, except on the seiners themselves and very often these are not,very 

often these are not all Newfoundland crews. The employment in the plants 

the dehydrating plants or a meal plant is very, very small indeed. But 

what has fortunately develope~over the last couple of years,is a greatly 

activated interest in herring for food. In all these places down there,the 

people are waking up to packing of herring once again for food purposes. 

This is bringing a great deal of bad:y needed money into a lot of small 

places. 

The fact that a few thousand barrels of herring aEe packed in a little 

village.means a tremendous amount to the people in that particular village. 

They rightly get indignant and upset, if,while they are trying to do this 

some night,a fellow with a large seiner comes right in their harbour and 

cleans out the whole business~the next morning you could not catch a herring 

if you tried. The thing has been swept clean. I was very pleased that this 

winter we were successful in getting a section of Fortune Bay barred off 

to herring seiners. Now that had another disasterous effect,in this way,that 

the herring seiners that were fishing on that side of Fortune Bay immediately 

left and crowded in on the other.dide of the bay. The damage done on the 

other side of the bay was more coneentrated than it ever was in the past. 

1 do not know what the answer to this is I but it seems to me that there must 

be some mutual arrangement made between fishermen. shore fishermen, plant 

operators and the owners of these seiners and so on,that sensible restrictions 

'limit them to certain areas must be arrived at. 
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MR. EAFI.E: I know that there have been meetings of the trade and the 

fishermen and so on, but I do not think that, at this stage,they have gotten 

very far with it. ~ hope that these meetings will be continued, 

certainly that they will be encouraged by our Provincial Government. I 

think the Provincial Government has to take a very active interest in it 1 

although it seems to be largely left to the Federal Authorities, co see 

that sensible regulations are somehow drawn up to protect sufficient stocks 

of fish for the inshore fisherman who makes his livlihood from it. 

I was interested at the time of the Development Conference in hearing 

the minister ou~~~~ing plans for fishery service stations. I hope that when 

we get into this discussion on the particular i~em, that he will g~ into more 

detail on this,because I agree that it is a very worll~while scheme and 

perhaps long overdue. But a caution that I might make here is that a 

fishing boat is not like a carnor a truck -that is pretty obvious to anybody, 

But a service station for boats is not a meager sort of thing or a very 

haphazard kind of~ thing that can just do certain johs. Generelly, when 

fishing boats get into trouble, they get into real trouble. Their engines : 

are complicated and need good service and need very efficient servicing. 

One of the problems over many parts of the Province,with the servicing of 

fishing boats.are depots for parts and well trained people to be able to 

service these machines and to do it properly. 

Now I cannot visualize a service station of the nature what they do with 

a car, where you just drive in and get supplies or get gas or something of 

this sort. If that is all it is going to be, it will be not of any great use 

to the Province. It will be of some service, but not of any great use 1 It 

has to go much further than that. It has to develop along the lines of 

being able to give really adequate services to these fishing boats. I recall 

having seen in Europe and in the South of England,in particular, what they 

term over there as a Marina, I think, which are mainly for the servicing 

of pleasure yatchs. You see hundreds,literally thousands of these boats 

drawn up in some of these harbours and coves, going in to get sert!ce of 

various kin_ds, Sut there is alvan .or it seems invariable, to be· associated 

with these places, machine shops, proper food , establishments, supplies 
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MR. EARLE: of all the necessary lines and twines and everything that goes 

with the operation of a boat. 

Now this is not a small undertaking, it is a very expensive and quite 

a big one. I do not think that we should again look at the fisheries as 

a casual sort of thing that we can treat ~it?htly by making what may well be 

a bluff, by putting up what we call service stations, if they are not built 

in such a way and developed so that they can se-rvice the boats. And.of course, 

you cannot put these things all over the place. ~.may be all very well 

for political purposes to say you are going to put a service station here 

there or somewhere else, and this is a great interest to the voters 

particularly in an election year. They say;•we are going to get something.'' 

But that is not the answer to the fisheries. · That is not the answer to the 

problem of the fisheries, just something put in there which only does a 

half.hearted job. What we ,want there is strater,ically located, proper servicirr 

depots, which as I said, Mr. Chairman, will cost a considerable amount of 

money, certainly far more than we see provided in the . estimates .for this 

year. 

Just commenting again on a few of the problems in the fishing industry; 

the Canadian Salt Fish Corporation haj deservingly had a good many pats on 

the back this year, In its first year of operations,it has apparently done 

an escellent job. It was something that, although Government do not 
\ 

like to admit it, we in the trade, when we were in that business,were 

hammering away at for years and years and years,before the Government ever 

thought of it. I had interviews and discussions with the late C.D. Hm,e, 

back fifteen or more years 'ago
1
on the self same subject. We discussed it 

and:talked about it and the answer used to be always - 'if you can get the 

maritimes to come in on it, we will go along with you." 

I remember coming back from Ottawa on one ocasaion,very enthusastic 

that we could get together in a cot'lloration that would really serve the 

fishery_properly, not the NAFEL which was so ~lign in those days, NAFEL 

was used again ~s ·a political football, although it did untold ~ood to the 

fishermen of this country,hy standing behind prices. I think, when the 

full story is told of the operations of NAFEL, not only the merchants,who 
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:IR. EARLi:: were always held up to scorn in those days, but the fishermen 

themselves have realized just what a iood job that outfit did in marketing 

and holdinr, up the price of fish. Now NAFEL was not the 
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MR. F.ARLE: complete answer and those of us who were directors and 

interested in it at the time knew it was not the complete answer. 

It was a stop-gap measure which developed out of the food control 

board in the last war and,as such 1it served a purpose. But those 

of us who were directors on that tried interminably,with meetings such 

as I have described with Mr. Howe, with meetings among ourselves,day 

after day, night after night, we sat down and tried to work out a 

formula that would be acceptab~e to Government that the fishermen 

and the industry could get together i_E a proper organization. 

I remember on on occasion I thought we had the answer and 

I rang up the Acting Minister of Fisheries at the time and he was 

most enthusiastic about it. He thought,if we had part of the answer 

we· could get together with Government and we could work this out. We 

were all set to go the next day on a meeting. At mid~day that day 

the Minister called me and said it was all off. He had had consultation 

with his men in the Cabinet and the thing looked politically dangerous 

to the Government at that time,so they just called it all off. In other 

words,there was no effort at co-operation at all. As much as we 

tried there. I think the association of Government .with industry 

at that time was considered to be something dangerous that Government 

could not afford to have,vhat might be considered the taint of industry 

rubbintoff on -them and therefore they . preferred to go their own way 

and to play politics with the fisheries which,a~ I say,was one of the 

most d~trimental things which ever happened in this Province of 

Newfoundland as far as the develppment of the fisheries is concerned. 

Now the Canadian Salt Co~ Fish Corporation has been born. 

It has had a very good year. It was launched at a particularly opportune 

time, they will never know how fortunate they were.Because of the 

declining stocks of salt fish,they had the markets wide open . to them, 

to go in and get higher prices. I have seen in the past similar 

circumstances where even the trade.who were not as well controlled 

of course as the Salt Cod Fish Corporation, but I have seen the price 
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MR. EARLE: of salt fish vary as much as $10 a quintal,from a low 

to a high,but there is no product, I think where you can 

take as much advantage of in a year of shortage,and there is a 

great shortage of salt fish. 

The only question I ask on the Salt Cod Fish Corporation, 

and I wish them abundance 1,uccess and every success.. are they going 

to get the full co-operation of the fishermenl Because,without a 

product to sell, if they do not have anything to sell , the Corporation 

is virtually of no use,and the danger well may be that they will 

not have anything to sell. If the shore fishery or the inshore 

fishery is not encouraged to some extent in the production of salt rish 

is not encouraged 1 they may very well be an Organization with a very 

heavy overhead and,believe me,that Organization has a heavy overhead. 

!f the ctiticisms,that were aimed at NAFEL in the old days,were aimed 

in the same direction at the Salt Cod Fish Corporation and a comparison 

of the overhead were made, I would not hesitate to bet a lot of money 

on where the expenses and the comparison· expenses would be today. very 

much against the Salt Cod Fish Corporation,in comparison with what 

was done in the past. Because we were handling in those days upwards 

of a million quintals of dried fish and the cost per quintal was extremely 

low indeed. I remember sales efforts on this type of thing going through to 

their conculsion at far less than one per cent of the cost. Today,if 

you were to compare the cost of the Salt Cod Fish Corporation with what 

it is selling 11 venture to bet that the cost per quintal would be extremely 

high. 

It is only the fact that the Canadian Government I think are 

subsidizing. in some way or other, that a thing of this nature can 

possibly be a success. Anyhow,I wish it every success because it is 

of benefit to fishermen. But I do hope that 1in the same breath, 

they just do not restrict their efforts to the marketing of fish. There 

has to be more than that. There has to be a real interest taken in the 
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MR. EARLE: development of the fisheries and the encouragement of the 

fisheries so that there will be something produced to sell, You cannot do one 

thing and the other, you just cannot have an efficient selling organization 

unless you have a vast quantity of goods to sell. The larger the 

quantity generally ,the more efficient the organization, t_he smaller 

the quantity the less efficient. This may well be the fate of the 

Salt Cod Fish Corporation 1unless the supply of salt fish does grow. 

I can see the Minister of Fisherles looking very puzzled as he is 

following me, This is a conundrl.UII of the first order, how to get 

people to produce an item of this type. All the boasts about 

quality and everything else we hear today.we hear the Salt Cod Fish 

Corporation say the quality is going up, It may be in some respects, 

Lut the quality of the kind of fish that can get top prices is no 

longer there,because we are not producing it at all or in very, very 

small quantities. We are not producing the type of fish that used 

to compete with the Gaspe light, salted, cured. The amount of that 

is infintisimaL. T_his is where,in these markets that are prepared 

to pay really high prices, this is the type of thing that we have 

to produce and1 along these lines,somehow,a scheme must be worked out 

to encoutage our fishermen. 

On the fresh and frozen fish industry,! think eventually that 

the trade will have to come to some sort of a marketing organization, 

!here are inherent problems in that because of the protection,of brands 

and the marketing organizations which they have ·set up in the markets 

and all this sort of thing, But you will only need another year or 

two~Sometime later on,which is bound to come,where there would be 

depressed conditions in the frozen fish market and the fishermen 

in the meantime,having been built up to expect reasonably.high 

prices for their product• lf it every goes back to the point that 

they suffer,! think the fishermen will be the first to demand that 

a proper marketing organization for fresh and frozen fish is also 

formed. 
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MR. EARLE: I for one would like to see that the preparations be made 

for that now, not -~ait until some calamity hits us. Always in an 

emergency it is too late to do these things sensibly. The time to 

think this out is when you are in good times not in poor times, When 

the markets ar~ prosperous arid when things are good, this is the 

time to make the preparations,because people have some mone_y to 

spend on it. The cas~ has always been in the past 1 when it is a 

depressed industry and everybody is going broke, they cannot talk 

about proper organizations or anything else because they do not 

have the money to promote it. They never have had it. 

Then,when the thing starts to go up and things get good 

Iii 
again,they tum around and say;well, we do not need it now, everything 

is fine.~ But this is a silly way to look at the ' encouragement of the 

industry and it is now that we should be thinking about the development 

of the fresh fish industry.with proper marketing control. But just 

to finish off my remarks, Mr. Chairman, on the whole fishing industry, 

the basis of any success in Newfoundland is the encouragement of two 

things, a greater quantity. the production of a greater quantity, and 

the production of a better quality of fish. We can build our 

reputation in Newfoundland on quality so that we can be unsurpassed 

anywhere in the world,because w~ are so close to the natural fishing 

grounds. But this has to be controlled all the way along the line, . 

right from the fishing boat and the fishermen's gear right to the 

time ~t gets on somebody's plate in New York or California. I just 

cannot tackle this fish meal,It .is a big project and a big problem 

and it has to be followed all the way through. 

But then,in the meantime, while all these plans are working 

out, it will take years and years to get to a sensible sort of 

programme in the fisheries, There is one thing which is distressing 

me greatly.at the present time,and that is the lack of encouragement 

to the fellow who just wants to go fishing. I know that the hon. 
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?fR. EARLE: Minister of Social Services will have an answer for 

this and quite honestly I agree with a lot of his answe~ I have to, 

because men must work to make a living. But people are caught now, 

as recipients of long-term assistance and short term assistance, some 

of these men are caught, expecting to go on where they could draw 

Government assistance and carry on with their earnings. Far too much 

of this has gone on all over the Province for years, ~:ow the door 

hns suddenly been closed and restrictions and regulations are being 

tightened up to the point that men in my District are saying to me; 

''well,we are all prepared to go fishing, but what is the point~_We 

cannot earn any extra dollars, so:the heck with itl I am not even 

going to budge, I am going to stay ashore or perhaps give:my,gear to 

my son or something,if he is interested,and let him go fishing." 

MR. NEARY: That is not true. That is not true. 

MR. EAJU.E: Well this is what they are saying. I am only repeating 

what some of them are saying. Thi,; is what a great many of them 

are saying,unfortunately. 

MR.. NEARY: That is untrue. 

MR. EARLE: That is not untrue. I hope the Minister is right,because 

I think his motive is right. I am quite sure tha~ what he is trying to do 

is right. But how will you attain that after so many years of laisse~ 

faire? Whe,re there has not been a tightening up,it is going to be very 

difficult indeed. I wish him success in it. I know he is go·ing to have 

a hard time with it, Actually a man must be encouraged to earn all he 

can then,if he cannot earn a decent living,let him seek welfare. 

MR. NEARY: May l ask the hon. member a question? Is the hon. member 

talking about people who are employable or people who are unemployable? 

Which group is he talking about? 

MR. EARLE: This is where the whole problem arises,as the Minister 

well knows. People claim to be unemployable or cannot work, medical 

certificate and all the rest of it, and very often •••••••• 
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MR. NF.ARY: Inaudible. 

MR. EARLE: Well the Minister knows as well as I do now ,standing on 

my feet,there are people in this Province today receiving long•term 

assistance and doing an enormous amount of work. 

MR. NEARY: Do an enormous amount of work? 

MR. EARLE: Doing an enoll!IOus amount of work. 

~. NEARY: Then either the doctor made out a false certificate or 

the man is a fraud, 

MR. EARLE: Perhaps the Department is not checking accurately enough. 

Perhaps the Minister is not •••••• 

MR. NEARY: But it is the doctor who issues the certificate. We can 

only base the long-term assistance on a medical certificate produced by the 
'\ 

client. 

MR. EARLE: The Minister knows. He is in the ·port folio that I once 

occupied and he knows how difficult this problem is. As I say. I wish 

him success in solving it. 

MR. NEARY: You know the man is ejther a chisler or the doctor is 

a fraud,, one thing or the other. 

MR. EARLE: Well I am all for catching chislers. 

MR. NEARY: As long as we agree. 

MR. EARLE• All for catching chisler,. indeed I am., But I alaG, 

and I have said this many times; there are just as many on the other 

side of the fence,who sometimes are neglected.where they really need 

help. I have seen this and I have brought it to the attention of the 

Department on many occasions. I am all for helping people who are ill 

or who cannot work or cannot help themselves but I agree whole-heartedly 

that a man should try his best to earn his living,if the means for earning 

it is there. But there Qrl" all kinds of grey areas in this - you can talk 

on it for ages. You know sometimes officials.who are not sitting on 

the spot ,do not always see problems a man and his family fF.ce, Because 

I have seen it in many cases,where men are committed ahead, they cannot 
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MR. EARLE: get supplies and this sort of thing. They have had fish 

in their stages which they cannot sell immediately nor realize on. 

It takes them ages. F.vcntually they get it, it is true, but it takes 

them a long time Ln the meantime they suffer before they can 

convince the welfare officer that they cannot dispose of this fish 

immediately and get help. 

So in dealing with the Government, the wheels of Government 

tum exceedingly slow, as somebody said, and it is ·the wifortunate 

fellow,who is very often ignorant of regulations and is not in 

imediate touch with somebody who can advise him properly,that gets 

caught up in this whole mess All I am saying to the Minister, this 

applies to the Minister of Fisheries and the Minister of Social 

Services, that somehow or other this thing has to be watched very 

carefully, that people are not further discouraged or disheartened 

in trying to make a living. If the o~jective is to help them to earn 

a livi~g,I am all for it ~ut,if it succeeds in any way in cutting off 

any ambition or any initiative •••••• 

MR. NEARY: A man_ on short term assistance is allowed legitimate expenses, 

allowable income. If he does not earn enough to bring him up to his 

entitlement 1we will pay him the difference. So there is a distinction 

here between long term and short term. 

MR. EARLE: I think I am a·s familiar with it as the Minister is but 

this is,as I said,a very grey area,where there are so many 

individual cases which have to be looked at. Probably again, 

part of the problem has been that the Minister's staff is pretty 

well scattered. They are not always immediately in touch with the 

problems and this is where sometimes it falls down. 

But the only reason for mentioning this,that the 

encoura_gement of the fisheries is so vi tat· for so many reasons, 

particularly,as I said,in gi~ing the Salt Cod Fish Corporation something 

to sell,Sut even more important than that is taking the young fellows 

and the men and the boys off the streets or having them sit around on 

the wharves or anything of this sort. 3692 
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MR. EARLE: If a man can work.he gets a certain dignity out of work. 

Re feels he is supporting himself and his family and that is the 

way in which he must be encouraged.So my words on the encouragement 

of the fisheries are not only vital fror.t the standpoint of huilding 

up the industry,they are even more important in the building up of _ 

the character and stamina and the mental health and the general 

well-being of our people. This is all part and parcel of the same 

problem.and the Minister of Fisheries 1coupled with the Minister of 

Social Services,has really a very 1 very big problem on .his hands. 

I hope that he can work it out. I hope that they both can work it 

out. 

But fisheries must take the dominant role.in this respect 

that,if we have an industry which can employ a large number of people, 

we must bend over backwards, we must sometimes stretch beyond what 

we would normally do, stretch it far more than we stretch ourselves, 

to encourage entrepreneurs to come in here sometimes to create 

things which are of doubtful valu~. We must encourage an industry 

of which we know historically the value and which have every indication 

of being one of the real foundations and supports of our whole 

economy. 

MR. SMALLWOOD (W.R.): It seems to me that at least in Newfoundland 

the cod fish is a Provincial creature and the salmon seems to be 

a Federal creature, I think we are entering now upon the twenty

third year of Confederation. 

I was just wondering, Sir.what the Federal Government bas done 

in the matter of clearing out obstacles on salmon rivers in Newfoundland, 

in the last twenty-two years? How many rivers l wonder have they· cleaned 

out so that salmon can get up over obstacles? 

be natural obstacles such as falls. 

Most of these seem to 

I know that back in 1956 there was quite a water fall on the 

Indian River,down by Springdnle,but since that time a salmon ladder 

has been put on the Rlve~-undoubtedly there are more. I also know that 

some breedinr, grounds were made on the Indian River. I gue~s that 
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}IR. S!-fALLWOOD: was done by the Federal Government, That happens 

to be in my district, but that is not the reason I knew of it. I 

read about that in the papers. I have not heard about any other 

rivers in ~ewfoundland where the Federal Government have made new 

breeding grounds by dredging out the gravel~as it did down around the 

Indian River. 

As I say, we are now entering upon the twenty-third year 

of Confederation. Even if the Federal~Government only took one 

river per year and cleared out the water falls.and that is much 

simplier than some people seems to believe it is. It is simply 

a matter.in my estimation.of bringing in some equipment to drill 

the necessary holes and put the dynamite in them and blow the falls 

down. It does not effect the flow of the river but it does make it 

much easier for the salmon to get up. 

Yesterday I was reading,! think it was The Montreal Gazette; 

nr at least one of the Montreal newspapers, there seems to be a 

fisheries station somewhere in Nova Scotia, . in Halifax I th~, 

a fisheries breeding station, a salmon breeding ••••• 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: No this was in Nova Scotia. I was reading this 

article ~d it said that they were taking several hunderd thousands 

or possibly over one million young salmon and flying them in to certain 

rivers in the Province of New Brunswick, It must have been done,I would 

imagine, in water bombers because the new method seems. to be that they 

just fly in with the planes, come down over the water,about two hundred 

feet,and drop the young salmon, together with about six or seven hundred 

gallons of 11ater1 all at the same time 1and that seems to be a successful 

and cheap method of transplanting young salmon to the rivers. 

Now .I have not heard of anything like that in Newfoundland. The 

Federal Government may be planning to do that. As I say, I realize that 

the cod fish seems to be a Provincial creature and the salmon seems to 

be a Federal creature but nevertheless there should be cor.1111unication 

between the Provincial Department of Fisheries and the Federal Department 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: of Fisheries. I realize that this is all in the hands 

of the Federal Department but nevertheless recommendation should be made, 

by the Provincial Department of Fisheries to .the Federal Department of 

Fisheries,about cleaning out some of the rivers in Newfoundland and by · 

that I mean, as I said before, blowing down some of the water falls so 

that salniQn can get up. 

I know that the one on the Indian RiV'er, it was quite an 

expensive dg they put there,but I think that is a counting station. 

They also count the t1almon going up. 
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MR. SNAJ,LWOOD: (W.R.) : If the Department of Highways can put roads into 

some of the isolated communities in Newfoundland, where there is nothing 

but rock,and dynamite and drilling, then I am sure that it is no great 

problem for the Federal Government, to go on some of the rivers in 

Newfoundland,where the salmon are being blocked from getting up,and do 

a bit of drilling and put in a few plugs of dynamite and blow down some of 

the falls. 

I would sugr,est that the minister,through his department.recommend to 

the Federal Government, as I said, if only one river per year had been cleaned 

out since 1949, at least we would have tllenty-two rivers already cleaned out

and if one river per year had been restocked with salmon, in that period of 

time we would have had twenty-two rivers cleaned out and we would have had 

twenty-two rivers restocked. 

Now I now that,a few years ago, the Federal Government restocked some 

river here on the Avalon Peninsula. I think _ it was out around Long Harbour, 

T,hat is the only one that I personally have heard of, there may have been 

more. But one think I am sure of, there could not have been many more, 

because I am sure that everytime they do something they put it on the 

radio and in the newspapers and we read about it. That is the only one I 

have heard about, where restocking have been done in the Province of 

Newfoundland,and that is out around Long Harbour somewhere on the Avalon. 

I know that possibly a few more rivers may have been stocked to a cer~ain 

extent, and I guess, in the last twenty-two years, there have been more than 

the Indian River Falls.which has been rectified. 

, But there cannot be too many, because it would have been on the radio 

and it would have been in the newspapers and on the television. Personally, 

I think that the Federal Government is not doing its duty in this Province 

with respect to the salmon fishery. Sure, they make regulations once the 

salmon gets out in the waters, rhey seem to be left on their own, but once 

they get out into the salt water. they seem to be now coming ~p with their 

rules and regulations. If they can do this type of thing on the Mainland, 

-it is time for them to do it down here in the Province of Newfoundland. 
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HR. SMALLWOOD: (W.R.): What really got me worked up was yesterday to see 

this article,where all these salmon where being transported from somewhere 

in Halifax, somewhere in Nova Scotia,to the best of my recollection,where 

they seem to have a salmon breeding station. I do not think there is one 

in the Province of Newfoundland. There could be, but I have not heard of 

it. They have them in Nova Scotia and they seem to have them up in New 

Brunswick. but none in Newfoundland. Why? Are we suppose to be not a 

salmon producing country? 

I would say. Sir. that it is time for the Provincial Department of 

Fisheries. if necessary. to go out on their own and go and make surve7J~of 

the rivers.of the salmon fishing rivers in Ne~.foundland 1and make recommendations 

as to what falls should be eliminated and what rivers should be stocked,and 

steps should be taken to get the Federal Government to do these things. 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Chairman. just a few words. I cannot hope to expand:on 

what was given by the hon. the member for Fortune Bay. but the few 

remarks to which I would like to refer,which were made by the hon. the 

MJnister of Fisheries last night~ 

First of all, the references were made by the minister to a diversification 

of the Fisheries in this Province. Certainly, we are,this side are very. 

very delighted with this attitude by the Government. I would like for the 

minister to expand a little bit more on the plans of the department,with 

respect to the diversification of fisheries in this Province. This has long 

being a policy and a position taken by the people in the official opposition 

and certainly it is a programme which is most co11111endable and one which must 

be proceeded with. 

The Minister mentioned the fact that eels were being taken from the 

Maritime Provinces, I think to Europe,for processing. It seems to me that 

I have also heard that eels were actually being taken from parts of the 

South Coast of Newfoundland. taken over to Germany and processed and sold 

in the markets of the United States. Which bEings us to the topic of 

fish processing itself. There is certainly a great potential here for the 

processing of our fish. our r,reat natural resource of this Province. our 

cod fish,and also potentially the scallops and mussels, shrimps, crab, 

which we have and we can have and we can develop. S-697 
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MR. MARSF.ALL: It certainly would be a great impetus to the employment of 

this Province,where we have the situation now \ifflere the unemployment figures 
. . 

are so high. It is something that should be proceeded with,and proceeded 

with very great haste. 

Another topic, Mr. Chairman, I would also agree with the hon. member 

for Green Bay with respect to the Minister of Fisheries and the Department 

of Fisheries taking a firmer hand with the Federal Department of Fisheries 

concerning the salmon fishery. Also, I should like to point out as well, 

I do not know what representations have really been made by the Provincial 

Department of Fisheries to the Federal Government, but certainly very strong 

ones ought to be made, ought to be made continually, and the public ought to 

be made aware of representations with respect to the old question of control 

of our fishing grounds. 

Confederation is the great blessing of Newfoundland,we are told,with 

which we will agree. It is certainly one of the blessings ta Newfoundland, 

has to be,1968, when we got a core of people who went up from this Province 

advocated this position, got Mr. Davis, the Minister of Fisheries,to take 

the position that he has taken and a1·e now calling for. We all should ~~ 

calling for enforcement of control of our fishing grounds and the ultimate 

extension of these over the Continental Shelf. 

We have a situation now, for instance, where the Prime Minister of our 

Nation is going to Russia to discuss the fishing situation,mainly with 

reference to the West Coast of this Province. Certainly, I feel that before 

he went,that it ought publicly to have been brought strongly to his attention 

that we expect, that this Province expects him at least to giv~ the same 

attention to the Eastem portion of the Nation as to the Western portion. 

Indeed, in addition to our members of Parliament, we as a Province 

should be fortifying their efforts by pressing the Federal Government to 

extend the control of the fishing areas, as far as one can extend them, 

as far as they can be extended, ca-incidental with our obligations, Canada's 

obligations under her international treaties. But there is no doubt about 

it, there is no doubt about the fact · that this is necessary for the full. rrnrrit 
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MR. MARSHALL: of this greatest natural resource wh-ich we have, which is the 

fishing industry. 

The minister touched on many topics last night, But there are also a few 

other questions,which he did not talk about, that I would like to ask him 

questions about. This Province was promised by this Government such things 

as electronic and suction pump devices, which will be used to catch fish. 

Again, people of the Province were told that the deep sea fishery will be 

of very great size and there would be about 200 draggers add trawlers,each 

measuring about 500 gross tons, which would be engaged in the deep sea 

fisheries. Then, again we were told that large quanities of fish will 

be shipped away from Newfoundland,in fresh form,in great cargo planes. Most 

of the fish will be on the way to the markets within a day or so after being 

taken out of the water. That would have been a great help to the fishery, 

obviously. 

Then, again we were told that all fishing boats, ships of 60 tons or 

more or even much smaller,will be built of steel. They will be much stron~er 

and much more dependable than wooden boats or vessels. They will be built 

in Newfoundland shipyards. These were promises, Mr. Chairman, which were 

made by the Government of this Province,in 1966,to the people of the Province. 

We see in these estimates,.. the reason I bring them up now. is,we see in 

the estimates which are provided,substantial total increases in the vote for 

the fisheries, which we would all welcome, which is going to be used for the 

purpose of implementing some of the programmes that were announced by the 

hon. Minister of Fisheries at the Development Conference earlier this year. 

I would hope that these promises will come to frution,because it is quite 

obvious,when one looks at, and I have just taken a few of the promises that 

were made by this Government to the people of th~ Province, electronic 

suction pump devices, this type of thing, I would hope.There is an election 

coming up in this Province now and I would hope that the hopes and aspirations 

of our fishermen, the fishermen of this Province.will not be played with for 

the purpose of a political ploy,and I would commend -

MR. P. CANNING: Mr. Chairman,! mean this to be a question, I understood 

the hon. member to insinuate, I think, if not directly,accuse the Government 
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i'IK. CA~-!NINC: of ~akin~ promises in 1966 regarding boats. 

MR. WIN!-OR: ~lodern boats, modern equipment. 

HR. CANNING: I think that is what he meant. Is he aware of the number of 

boats built in Newfoundland by fishermen or built for fishermen under 

Government aids 7 like the highest bounty ever paid in the history of 

Newfoundland or the history of Canada? Is he aware that we have been adapting 

the modem aids like fish loops, or even more sophisticated than the old 

fish loop? I mean,is he aware of what has been happening in the last four 

years? Is he aware we are becoming modernized, with modern equipment? Is he 

aware that the facilities are there and the bounties are there, the loans 

are there? Sizable loansl Is he aware that any fishermen in Newfoundland 

today, any fishing skipper can have say an inshore dragger or longliner ·.or 

a multi-purpose ship built at a cost of $70,000 or $80,000f His only requirement 

is probably to come across with cash to the amount of one-seventh of that or 

less, maybe. That is taking advantage of loans, bounties and direct subsidy 

from the Federal Government. I mean is he aware of all of this? noes he know 

it is going on? 

hh. MARSHALL: Certainly I am aware that things have been done for the 

fishermen of this Province,by the Govemment 1 I am not denying that, but 

what I am saying is this,that . thete were promises made, there were wild 

promises made,in 1966,to the fishermen of this Province. 

MR. CANNING: Tell us what they were. 

MR. MARSHALi.: Electronic suction pump devices will be used to catch fish. 

We are talking about 200 deep sea trawlers 1etc. The millennium was coming for 

the fishermen of this Province. We have not seen it. It has not arrived yet, 

I am just appealing to this Government,at this stage of the game where 

we have the unemployment-that we have,for the purpose of political ploy,please 

do not 

in 1966. 

with the fishermen, as the Government did in certain instances 

MR. COi.LINS: Mr. Chairman, when one comes to fisheries,it seems just about 

everyone in ~ewfoundland or every Newfoundlander is an expert on the fisheries. 

Possi.hly that is the cause of many of the troubles and the problems facing 

the industry today, Ref ore I get to the few remarks I meant· to make, I would 
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MR. COLLINS: like to draw attention to the fact that yesterday,when I asked 

the Minister of Fisheries what representation he had made to the Federal 

Authorities with re~ard to having the licencing restrictions on salmon fishen,,~n 

removed, he indicated to me that he had made representation. I followed 

through with a supplementary question,asking him if he had made respresentation 

to the Federal members (NJwfoundland Federal Members). He told me that he had 

gone to the horse's head and not to the other end of the horse. If there 

was anyone to be classified or to fall. into a classification of the other 

end of the horse, then it must be the Minister of Fisheries,who permitted 

this very discriminatory regulation to be introduced in the first place. 
in 

I have also established~discussions Vi.th some of the Federal Members in 

Ottawa that the Minister of Fisheries knew nothing of this regulation. It 

received no representations from Newfoundland or otherwise. ~artly, I suppose . 

because he was out in Western Canada engaged in the Royal TouL On his 

return to Ottawa, the day before yesterday~ the Federal members brought this 

matter to his attention and,hopefully,the matter•will be resolved. 

MR. MURPHY: Did you say he had no.representation at all? 

MR. COLLINS: He had no representation,up until the day before yesterday,from 

anyone in Newfoundland, although we were told that representations were 

made and that they were made to the horae's head. As I said, when we refer 

to the horse's head, we know that a horse has two ends and if there is anyone 

to be classified as, .. Vitness any other end of the horse1 then it must be 

the Minister of Fisheries in Ottawa. 

MR. MURPHY: "It is no trouble to make a horse's so and so;" you say. 

HR. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, much is being said about the problems of the 

fisheries in Newfoundland. I suppose the problems vary from area to area. 

The problems faced by fishermen on the North ~est Coast probably are different 

and they are different from many of the fishermen on the North Fa~t roast 

Some of the problems might be found in each of the areas, but generally 

fishermen are faced with different problems,in a •different area certainly 

different problems in the different regions. 
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HR. COLJ.INS: 1 am very much concerned. as 1 know most people in Newfoundland 

are I with the fisheries problems on the ?~orth Hes t Coast, tJiose are far 

different and of greater magnitude than the problems which might face 

fishermen on the South Coast where it is just about a yearly operation, 

pretty organized,from a point of view of catching fish, reasonably !ell 

organized from a point of view of processing fish, a~thoueh possibly there 

is something that can be said for further processing. But on the North t:ast: 

Coast, Mr. Chairman~ where we had fishermen/loggers and fishermen/carpenters 

and fishermen/construction workers, those people are being faced with a real 

problem.It has been there for years and very little has been done to alleviate 

the situation. In fact the situation has become more serious down through 

the years,because. one time a fishermen fn Notre Dame Bay 'or Bonavistia Bay 

or Trinity Bay or White Bay could go fishing for a month or two months or 

three months,depending on the season. the winds, the seas and what have you. 

If he had some success,all to the good, if the fishery was more ot a failure 

then he could always wire to some contractor in Bishop's Falls or Rattling 

Brook or Badger or Hillertown and com~ up with some work in the woods, ~~ich 

would supplement his earnings for that particular year. We all know that 

the woods work has been drastically reduced because of automation. We all 

know the problems facing the pulp and paper industry in Mewfoundland. And 

of course, all of this then complicates the problems which the fishermen are 

faced with in terms of earning a livlihood. 

I do not know what the minister has in mind for those people on that 

particular area of the coast. I believe the Government's policy,down through 

the years.mainly has been centered around resettlement. In other words, rather 

than take measures to help alleviate and in lieu of their problems facing the 

fishermen, the emphasis seem to have been on the moving of fishermen themselves, 

through the resettlement programme, which was the adopted policy of the 

Provincial and Federal Governments. 

We have heard the Premier say on numerous ocassions tha~ as far as the 

provision of jobs in Newfo1mdland through industrial development is concerned, 

I forr,et where he drew the line now, but the line was somewhere along from 
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MR. COLLINS: Port Aux Basques to Clarenville. which means that the rest of 

the Province has been left out in terms of industrial development. So if 

the people are not to find jobs around Gander. Grand Falls and Botwood, 

Lewisporte and Glovertown, if there is to be no industrial development ~n 

those areas, l-that happens to the fishermen who occupy the various communities 

around the coast.' That was the source of employment for them in the off-season. 

Unless there is some ~reater efforts being made, some new development, 

stra~egies adopted. then the the fishermen are going to hmre a very difficult 

time indeed. 

Mention has been made of some of the pre>l>lems. I suppose one of the 

major problems in the fisheries is the fact that' our resources are rapidly 

depleted by foreign draggers 0 foreign vessels, 
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!'R. COLLINS: various types fron different countries. Huch has been 

said about this need for 1nternational conferences of different t)'l'es, 

the need for a conference of the sea to be called. t)othinr seer.s to 

have been done really. Certainly, if we are going to think in terms 

of the fishermen continuing to niake a living from the sea, then we nust 

protect the resource. 

I realize that this is mainly a federal responsibility 

but certainly the Province must bring pressures to bear,both publicly 

and otheniise,on the proper authorities,to make the best arranpe~ents 

they can uith the international countries concerned,to insure that there 

is a supply of the raw material·. 

There is a Select Committee of the !louse now,as the 

Chairman knows,whose duty it is to look into the possihility of setting 

up some collective bar~aining rights for fishermen. The Conunittee is 

still sitting. Certainly.Hr. Chairman,there is a need to improve the 

position of the fishermen,in terms of what they derive from the industry. 

I have always been of the opinion,and I still am, that the fishermen 

are not gettiny, their just and due,in terms of cash dollars for their· 

product. We have seen instances where fresh fish - cod block• for 

instance,dn the American ~arket,werfdown as low as twenty-three, twenty

four cents a pound. We saw where the Federal Government stepped in with 

a sul?sidy of one cent - two cents per pound,·to keep the industry going. 

to keep the fishermen fishing and to keep the fish plant workers 

processing. 

We have also seen that while that was going on fishermen 

were getting anywhere from three to five cents per pound,for their 

product,from the processor. Last year,while cod blocks,lthe price 'of 

cod hlocks,went to as hiJ?h as forty cents per y,ound,which is a consiclerable 

increase, 'irie find that the return to the fishemen was still around five 

and sb. cents per pound. Certainly.l:'r. Chain11an, when we have just about 

one hundred percent increase in the Jlrice at the market leveJ, then if 
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there is any reason to be used at all, it is certainly rlain to all of 

us that fishcrr.,cn's price should be increased proportionately. 

We l:now that many of the fishinJ!: firms 111ight have had bad 

years and Mirht have suffered financial losses and so on and so fo~th, 

but we Pust also consider that fishermen have bad years,in terms of low 

production and low prices, and they have also suffered losses. Certainly 

there :Is a case to be n,.ade for higher prices to fishermen. How it is 

r,oinp. to be 1:irour,ht about ,I do not know. I would be interested in hearin~ 

what the r:inister 11-ight have to say about it. 

Something has to be done to increase the returns to the 

f:f.shL'nr.cn. ~oroethinr, has to be done to insure that the fishermen have a 

ch:ctnce when they ~o to work~ There are enough imponderables as it is. 

Ice conditions in the spring, ~nds and sea in the fa11,competition 

fro~ other sources. So,!Jlethin~ has to be done to try and· improve the 

situation in terms of some guarantee for the fishermen around the coast. 

I am interested in heariny. what the minister has in mind in this regard, 

and I will have something else to say as we get to the various headings. 

i!R. ~IURPHY: ?-!r. Chairman, I do not profess to be any expert on the 

fishe_ries, but being a member of the Bouse of Assembly I try to become 

as conversant as I can with what is happening. With reference to the 

fisheries generally,in the Province, we are told that twenty to twenty -

five thousand people are touched either directly or indirectly with 

fisheries. I understand,and I may be a bit wrong here, that some twenty

of the forty-one districts represented in this House are fishing areas. 

ln my eight years in this House,! have tried to assess to 

the best of my ability just how this Government regards the fishery. 

This year we are going to have a great upsurge in the vote.to fisheries. 

It is r,oing to be sonethin~ over $7 million. Whether it is coincidence 

or not that this is the year where we will all be out poundin~ the beat, 

looking for people to support us and our policies. When we compare '70 -

'71 l1here the vote was $2,292,000., and '69-'70 was $3,400,000. 
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mien we loot, had: over the years 1at the great fisheries confere.nces, 

~he !'lC'ttinr. up of the great Fisheries Developnent J\.uthority, ,,:e sometirr,es 

wonder, Sir, whether uc are being perfectly honest with the fishermen 

,,:1th reference to their welfare. 

Perhaps the main times we hear fisheries discussecl are 

when the r.reat fish tr.erchants are bcinr criticized, severely criticized 

for what they have done to the lot of the fisl,ermen. I Fonder if this 

is all truth, or is it just propaganda to try to turn a-certain group 

of people against another r.roup of people? It seems to me, 1-fr. Chairnan, 

that throur.h the years this Government - the policy of this Cover=ent 

has been to use tactics to try to separate, if you like ,.various segments 

of our society, to try to set one against the other for political 

purposes. rerhaps this House of Asser.,bly itself mi~ht be the hest example 

of this type of bir.otry and hate that is beinr. carried on. I · think we 

had a tremendous exatr.ple of the same thing in 1949,where we had the toiling 

masses fightin~ to free themselves from the fabulously rich ~erchants. 

I do not know where these toiling masses are today. There 

are many thousands not even given the chance to toil. "They are better 

• off;';;o'l"teone says. Well, perhaps that iE the attitude of Government. They 

would rather feed you with welfare than give you a job to do. I do not 

think the hon. member really means that. I think the natural instinct of 

any hLU11an being is to work and try to provide a livlihood for his family, 

to the best of his ability. 

We are speaking of fisheries here. The hon. member for 

Gander has mentioned an incident that took place in this House yestirtlay, 

with reference to the salir.on fishery. I was present on the phone when 

the call was made to Ottawa, and it was definitely stated, definitely, 

without any grey areas at all, tl~at Hr. Davies had not been approached 

by this Government with reference to any salmon re~ulations. 

D"~ __ .!,1JJ:SOF:.:_ I thinl: 1in fairness I that this is not correct. J have the 

CC'py of the teleeram that the hon. the rremier sent to tl1e hon. :-•r. Davies 
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as cnrly as the fourteenth of February. This is not correct. I would 

not want this to get about 1 that I actually told a lie as far as our 

·cor.imunication with the hon. Uinister of Fisheries is concerened. It 

is entirely wronr,, I am sorry. 

1 "TI. n:RPHY: Well, if it is wronr, 

wronr,I withdraw. I a!'I 1:Tan enouyh 

I apolor.ize, · •I withdraw. If I am 

do 
to~that, but . when I am infor!'led by 

a McT"l-er of Parl:far:ent that the four P.C.m~hers had held a meeting 

with l'r. Davics.,on his return from the West Coast ,and he informed them 

that ••• 

AN HO?:. "'F''f.f.P.: (Inaudible) 

1T-. 1TRPITY: Very r,ood! Very good! 

Who are you ~oing to believe, the hon. minister or 

four Opposition mer,bers? A Minister of the Crown,speakin~ as a minister, 

not to be believed? 

tIB.. 1'U"RPHY: All right! The matter was brought up to me. I am only 

speakinr of members, llewfoundlanders, who are sent to Ottawa to 

represent this Province - various areas of this Province who are~I might say 

(I do not know if I can use the word"despised~ but they are certainly 

not recogni~ed by this GoveTIU11ent here, wbo absolutely refuse to 

cooperate to any degree ~Tith these same members, These men, since 1968, 

have fought the battle, ttot only for the fisherl'len. 

Mr. Jack ~arshall,on the Northwest Coast,is the only one 

I have heard mention the rape of our fishery,from this House. 

'MP... llARBOUR: I have been fighting for the fishermen since 1949. I 

have been firhtinp. the battle for the fishernen since 19.49,continuously. 

?"R. ?-'l:'P.PllY: That is the type of Newfoundlander we want. That is what 

~,e want. That is one from the other side. I have heard the hon. member 

for nurgeo-LaPoile ••• 

l-'R • BARBOUR : And I have achieved many thi~gs for the welfare of the 

fishermen and their families in Newfoundland, all the l.•ay to Labrador 

as well as !;ewfoundlantl. 

VR. ~'llFPHY: What else could you expect from n resicent of St. John's 
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Cf'ntrc>, that 5-'rc;,t district that I hnve the honour to represent. 

'!TI • r.,\r. rein.: ···-- --·-- · 
• 'T'. ~1l"PPFY: . -- -- - ___ .. 
"r . r.!'. rr,C'rn: 

'" • 'T,-,:'JlY · 

I am still a f.ornvistonian. 

And still a r.rcnt supporter of the present city rnc~~er • 

I ll'if11t lie in your district, but I ~o r.ot vote for you. 

!'urinr. the years,s1nce 1%8 narticularly, it has been 

1:rou,ht to the ~ttentjon of the people all over C'nnarla just what has 

heC'n h:-irr,f'nin~. As I said; the hon. rnetrl-er for tur?-eo-L:-1poile on n,any 

ocr.asfons stood in this House and spoke of the night scene w1'.en he would 

looJ.- out fro111 Port aux B.asriues and it was l:llre a city, where these 

forcitn trat-:lers l-.'erc out rnpinf our fishin~ areas, l·'.e have "r. "arshall, 

as I snid. on the Eest Coast and the.rest of his collear,ues in the House 

of Col'llcons brinrin1 before the people of Canada just was an injustice is 

be:1.nr done to our Newfoundland fishemen. 

These are the ones ,rho fought the hattl e to try to retain 

the seal fishery. No one can· deny that. I ,;.Jill repeat it a~ain, I have 

said in this Y.ousc many tir.es,when this incident arose, that "r. Davies, 

Brian J>:-vies, in this saMe House, the hon. ?-'inister of Fisheries,who sat 

rir.ht there next to the ?~inister of Vinance, and I stood on my feet about 

six days in a row and addressed it to the Hinister of Fisheries.who was 

the hon. t 1r. Lnne at. the tiu;e; was this Government r.oinp. to take any 

action? I was treated with silent conteM:pt. Not worthy of an answer until 

one day tl1e hon. minister stood up ,I presumed to answer n,e, and the 

PrPmier looked over and he said ,. sit down l'ax,' and ~•ax sat down. 

A few short weeks ago, five years too late or four years 

too lat<', tl ,c rrer.~ier ruts on a great extrava!?anza, ~oes to the icefields -

.,ncl nc-,-· hf' :f s r;oinr to fij!ht for the seal fishery. Locking the barn 

door after the l1orse is gone. They have babies on this one. It is very 

:frport:-!T)t to r.nve babies on the bacl•: of the Bulletin. nut die you 

notice the ec1:f.tion before?" We rlicl not have tl1e poor cl,ilc!ren up for 

adoption. ·we had the Pret'lier up for election. rictures of the T'rcricr 

at the iccfields. 

You l:n0t-~ l'r. Chain,an, let 11s l,e very, ver;r serious on this 
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matter. m1en we talk of the fisheries, we talk of an industry that 

affects most people in this Province. He talk of the fishery, fishery 

products. Even in this past month I had occasion,travellinr outside 

the City of St. John's, at one large hotel in Conception Bay,, where we< 

dror!"'ed ln to h~ve some lunch and ordered fish. "Sorry~•· There was 

no fish there. We had chicken lep;s, chips, so on and so forth. 

In the town of Bonavista,three weeks ago,! picl--:ed up a 

menu and I ordered something that I thoup,ht I mi!!;ht lH-e. It wes 

breaded cod fillets. Now this hotel is about three rriles from Bonavista, 

on one side. 

?-fP... BARF.OUR: ------
?1R. MURPlIY: 

?-!R. EARnOUR~ 

!-'R. MJRPHY: 

1-'R. BARBOUR: 

Two and a-half. 

We had the correct measurement, two and a•half. 

Including the Barbour Poom. 

Including the Barbour Room, and on the other side, Catalina. 

!-!r. Chairman ••• 

1-m. MURPHY: Just a moment, I am sure that the hon. member is goin~ to 

give us a speech of about two ho:1rs and a-half on the fisheries,when I 

am finished. 

MR. BARBOUR: Would the hon. member yield for a moment? Would the 

hon. member yield for one tiny, weenie m01'ent? 

MR. MURPHY: For my favourite constituent,! would yield for a month. 

Ml! .• BARBOUR: !-fr. Chairman, I only wish the hon. Leader, one of the hon. 

Leaders. There are so many of them over there that I have lost count of 

them now. 

l-~. }lURPlI'l: You have been led astray. 

?'R. BARBOt"R: I only wish that the hon. Leader, the member for St. John's 

Centre,could have been in the Barbour Room on Saturday night,at seven 

o'clock. I only lrlsh then that he could have accompanied ~e to the Oran~e 

lla111 in Bonavista, when I addressed 350 fishermen. If the hon. r.ember 

wants cod fish, cod ton~ues, caplin, lumps, queen crar 1he can have it on the 

Menu in the ~otel,next to the Barbour Room 1at tonavista. 
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'1'. !-'T'RPl!Y: There you are, everything is strai~htened up. I 

orckrcd this breaded cod fill et. There was a p.roup of us at the 

t;ihlC'. I tasted it and I did not lil<e the taste, there ~-!as sot"ethinr. 

.1bout :ft, so I ast·ecl, perhaps the most expert gentlelT'an on fisheries in 

this l'rovince. the nc:iet Prern:fer of the Province ,as a matter of fact, 

~·r. Frank "oores ahout this bit of fish. He said, 'I will <le'r"onstrate 

110\J to you 2~out this. He '\i."ent into the kitchen and he brought ::1.n 

a carton .•• 

1'A. !'ll!!PHY: 

t~o one is allowed in the kitchen,only the staff. 

/1.nd the Premier - the next Prer.1ier has a priority to 

go into the kitchen. lie brought in the carton •.• 

PP. B/1P.E0L'R: That will be the foii;gy }!onday or foggy Friday,when the 

next Prenier - he will never, never be Pre1T1ier. I doubt if he will 

ever get elected to sit in the hon. House. 

YP.. }'l'RPHY: There you go now. There you go. There is a statement. I 

hope that has been duly noted by the press. 

If the hon. n,embcr ouly knew what I know about the 

support that the outdoor leader,! call him. We have three of four inside. 

He is the outdoor leader. 

!-'R • }'UR PHY: 

:'P.. BARBOUR: 

A great team. A great team. 

If he only knew what I know so far as the elections in 

the Bonavista - Trinity - Conception ridinr-s are concerned, ?!r. !'oores 

had better go to some other district. Do not go in either of these 

districts,and there are seven districts in the riding which he represents. 

We have not seen him. l!e has not sat in the House of CotTirnons since 

January month. 

1·'!'.. 1·1URPl!Y: Are we finished with the Electoral Office vote nowJSir? 

It is one o'clock, !·1r. Chaim.an, if I may draw your attention to the 

fact. I may get a chance to get a word in sometime during the afternoon. 

~'r.. Cl!AJF.'!/1~:: It being one o'clock, I do now leave the Chair until 
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'J'he !louse resut".ecl 11t J:no !'.!-'.: 

cn~~ITTTF.F. OF ~l'P'PJ.V: 

"r. ChairT"11n, Tn '"Y view there is nc, cc--operation between 

r,ur electecl r,arlil!.!"ent here 11nd our elected representatives in nttawa. 

Yt sc,rt nf J!rieves l"e to see a wec!r.e hein11 driven hetween our federal 

l"e~hers of rarlia~ent and tie govern~ent here in Xewfoundland, just for 

the sake ~f political exrediency. 

As I said earlier, I think this Province has had its fair share 

and perhaps more than a fair share of bigotry, hatred, ill-feeling, whatever 

you may want to call it,over the past twenty-two years. Those here on this 

side of the House,and I have been here eight years, sort of feel that if we 

stand to speak at all, if we bffer a suggestion, we are being somewhat 

less than loyal Newfoundlande~ I do not know just how far this feeling 

prevails in other provinces. From my experience, I think there is an on-going 

feeling of co-operation between Ottawa and the Provincial Parliaments-, notwith

standing the political creed one wishes to support. I do not know if it is 

just common here in this Province and I might add in this City, Personally, 

I feel that there should be co-operation between not only 

the Provincial body and the Federal but also between municipal, I just 

state this now for the record that when I was first elected to this Ho·use 

of Assembly.in 1962 as a sitting St. John's member, I contacted the 

St, John's Municipal Council.suggesting that we should get together 

regularly, the six St, John's members,(at the time there were three Liberals 

and three Conservatives- but that did not bother me) with .council, I have 

written three other letters since that time. I aIJ just talking about the 

feeling of co-operation, Sir. 

~'hat does this have to do with the 1te~ under discussion? 

!iR. ~!LRPliY: Perhaps if I may be pemitted one second. The feeling 

of the down-town establishment,of Confederation Building,getting the 

feeling that -is happening in this House of Assembly. That is the only point 

that I wanted to make - hut, Sir, if this Pruvince is to develop. en this 
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:tr, Murphy. 

On this Pish0rirs vote, we arr lend tn believe, we dn believe quite 

sincerely that if Newfoundland is not only to prosper but to maintain 

what it has, our fishery must be a success not only in the total amount 

of fish that is caught but also the benefits that accrue to those 

who catch the fish. 

This ye.ir an<l last year, the latter part of last year, in fishery 

matters, I think we have attained,you could almost say, a crisis stage. 

I am referring now to the upsurge of fishermen's associations or fishermen's 

unions, I do not wish to go into it too fully but I know that the 

new union has applied to Government for legislation. There is a select 

committee on it. When that committee is ready to make its report, then it 

is up to us members in this House to deal with this legislation. It is 

the House of Assembly that will pass that legislation. But I think 

it is a growing feeling, Sir, that has been spread abroad through this 

Province,that no matter what manner of work you are engaged in, whether 

it is fisheries, whatever it is , it is the great, big merchant on top 

that is trying to destroy the workmen. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, it is my feeling that no industry, no business, 

as a matter of fact,no House of Assembly can function while there is a 

wedge driven between two sides, In the fishery, we must have the fishermen, 

we must have the merchant, working harmoniously. As far as our fishery 

is, concerned, Sir, and particularly the fresh fish plants, I would say 

that the great majority of these peqie are carrying on through monies 

loaned through this House of Assembly. For that reason, Sir, I feel 

that we, when I say we I refer to the House of Assembly or the Government, 

should be in a position to let not only the fishermen but the whole Province 

know.if the fish plants are making millions at the expense of the fishermen. 

r:ecause, Sir, it is my feeling. right or wrong, that if we are pumping r.,oncy 

into fish plants we have the moral, if not the legal right, to steo in there. 

'If you are going to use oor money, you are goinr. to use it for thP- benefit of 
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the whole community, not only for the plant operator himself." 

nut, Mr. Chairman, quite honestly I do not feel that that is the 

full story. I think everybody or everyone has his problems to maintain 

a plant to b 0 best of his ability,to make thatplant as productive as 

he Cl'ln, He deserves, I would say, a profit for his efforts,not exhorbitant 

profits but a profit. I have not seen all the fish plants in this Province. 

I have seen a great many of them. Here I am going to get back to the 

story that I was trying to tell before we adjourned, Several members 

have asked me privately what happened at that famous lunch I had in the 

hotel in Bonavista. 

Well the story is this, Sir: I ordered this fillet and I did 

not like the taste of it so, as I have said, Nr. Moores,who is perhaps one 

of th., greatest experts on fish in this Province ,said(I will check it out.' 
1 

So he checked it out, I was right between two huge fish plants, Bonavista 

Cold Storage on one side and Mifflin's,I think.on the other side,in Catalina. 

I was between the two. 

MR. BARBOUR: They are very important •fish plants, They employ 

anywh~re from 700 to 1,000 people. 

MR. MURPHY: Yes, sir, If everybody eats the fish that I had, they will 

not be employed verv long~r This fish came from National Food Products, 

in Nova Scotia. I ordered fish and when the package was produced, of 

the fish that I had eaten,it was National Food Products, I believe it is 

Halifax. I am not sure. So the hon, member has enlightened me as to 

how many people are working in the plants at the present moment. I would 

say that if we all ate •• 

MR, BARBOUR: 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR. BARBOUR: 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR. BARBOUR: 

MR. ~IDRPHY: 

MR. BARBOUR: 

, . 
What time was this? What year? 

What year? What year is this? 

What year? I am asking you what year you visited the place? 

I am just getting some information. 

I asked you what year? 

It was 1971. It was just four weekends ago. 

Sir, just for one moment. 
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MR. BARBOUR: Just a moment. Just a moment. Just a moment. I want to 

explain snmething. 

HR. CIIAIRl!Afl: Order please! 

HR. l·IDRPIIY: Mr. Chairman, please. 

MR. BARBOUR: I want to explain something. 

NR. CIL\IR.'-IA.'l: Order please~ 

MR. BARBOUR: Order please! 

MR. MURPHY: Mr. Chairman, as I said earlier, the hon. member professed 

to be perhaps one of the greatest experts on fish. I am sure he will keep 

us occupied this afternoon,for about an hour and half after I finish, talld.ng 

about the fishery. But, Mr. Chairman, the point I was making is that 

here I was - I thought I was between two fish plants but I was between 

three. There is ,,anther one at Char1ottetown. 

MR. BARBOUR: Four. There is al:.o,. 

MR. MURPHY: Would the hon. member make some notes for me. He can pas.; 

them over and I can carry on. 

MR. BARBOUR: Let me just say this. There is one at Charlottetown. There 

is a fish plant in Bonavista. There is a Queen Crab Plant :h.Bonavista. 

I imagine you were refering to the fishery products in Catalina. 

I know the geography, 

HR. MURPHY: Mr. Chairman, •• 

MR. BARBOUR: I am getting a lot of help,do you see that? 

MR. HUR.PHY: I have been taken on a guided tour. I just hope that I am 

not being derailed from the point that I am trying to make and that is, 

how can we keep our own fishermen working when we are using products 

from another province? It would not happen with eggs down there. I checked 

the eggs. They were from the Egg Marketing Board here in Newfoundland. 

Mr, Chairman, as I said earlier, when we looked at the vote this year, 

coincidentally it bein~ election year, of something over $7 million for fisheries, 
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we look back to 1970-1971, $2,290,000. We look back b 1969-1970, $3,400,000. 

It is rather more, I think, than suggesteJ. Perhaps we are looking for 

the fishermen's vote again ·in this present election. 

Mr. Chairnan, in this llouse on a couple of occasions I brought up . 

problems facing the fish plants, not as far as capital is concerned but as 

far as tryin~ to i;ct enough employees to man their plants and their trawlers, 

due mostly to the fact of the lack of housing. I refer particularly to 

the plant at Fermeuse, where they could employ eighty or ninety more people 

if housinr "~ere supplied. Now we all know that housine; is not the cheapest 

commodity that we can get today, Lut it is an absolute necessity and I feel 

that this Government, her Hajesty's Government.should go overboard to satisfy 

the needs in these particular areas. In most cases, and I speak again particularly 

of the Southern Shore,the Fcrryland District where the road beyond Capy Broyle 

is almost impassible, where·these fish plants have to truck all their supplies 

over very rough road and,as a consequence,doing great damage to vehicles 

and adding considerably to the overh~ad of these plants. If we are indeed, 

Sir, going to consolidate our efforts towards the fishery, we could at leas~ 

Sir,appoint a Minister of Fisheries. Do not treat the Department of Fisheries 

as just an adjunct, a branch of a department~ but as a department. In this 

Province today,with all the talk of Fisheries, what it means to the economy of 

our Province, we have a minister in this Province today that is only acting 

as Minister of Fisheries. Our budget, as I said earlier , is perhaps the 

smallest of all departments. Our loans in various areas do not compare 

anywhere near loans under Farm Development or other areas of Government. In this 

buiJ:ding,I would say that this Fisheries Department should be one of the 

largest, with members,representatives of the fishermen themselves, with some 

part of that department where they can meet regularly. I would say, Sir, 

that the Department 6f Fisheries should be decentralized to some extent where in 

our great fishing areas ,.like the North West Const, Ilurin Peninsula, other 

parts of the Province, where there should l>e established some sort of a 
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permanent fishery i:nstallation,with officers there that can advise on 

the many matters that turn up very frequently. I believe, Sir, that 

this Provincial Government should be more actively participating with 

Federal Government. The Federal Government have jurisdiction over a 

great, great part of our fisheries. I believe, Sir, that if the Governnent 

in Ottawa, at this moment or during the past few years, were anything but 

Liberal, I an sure that the storm and the flak that we hear raised on the 

floors of the ~louse of Commons, by our outstanding P. C. members there,would 

be nothing compared to what would be happening in this Chamber. This has 

been the attitude, Sir, of this Govemment,not only towards Fisheries in Ottawa 

but every other department. "we are deal quietly{we hear. ''we are dealing 

very quietly. That is how we are getting ll~e work done.. We are dealing 

very quietly." But, Mr. Chairman, again 1wben we hear what is happening aroun.d 

this Province - the hon. member for Fortune Bay was talking about the herring 

fishery. I was in Bay L'Argent one evening and the gentleman's home I was 

in was telling me that at night time the draggers came right in to the •-:harf 

opposite his premises. How can our Newfoundland fishennen survive,if 

fishermen from all over the world could come almost 
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in on the rocks, in on the beaches off our Island home and take 

not the bread out of our mouths but the fish out of our nets. So, 

Mr. Chninn.:m, to finish my few brief remarks, I certainly hope that 

this great fisheries programme that was founded at the great Disarmament · 

Confercnce,as My hem. friend from St. John's West describes it, that all 

these thinis that were promised in this, Sir, will be carried into effect 

as soon as possible, And not only for the benefit of the Liberal Party 

in thjs upcominP, election, Sir, but for the benefit of these people, these 

fishermen, (I said this morning that, I think, twenty-eight of our forty-one 

districts consist of fishermen of some kind) that they may receive, Sir, 

the benefits and the protection that we, as elected members,are obliged 

to give them and to fight for their rights as well as the rights of anybody 

else. It is a moral obligation, Sir, on our part. I ..am::gure that in this 

department that it will be one debate that the silent twenty-seven or the 

silent twenty-eight would like to say a few words upon, We heard over 

the years many fisheries prograrm,es expounded. But, Mr. Chairman, in 

all truth and honesty, what great programmes could have been carried out? 

Over the past five, six, seven, eight, nine years,our average budget 

has been something in the area of $2.5 million. I believe, Sir, that the 

fishermen themselves will be the judges,when the time rolls around for this 

Government to give an account of its stewardship to these people who, a~-

I said earlier,represent 20,000 or 25,000 of our working population. 

MR. BARBOUR: Mr. Chairman, I am just going to say one or two words. The 

hon. member and Leader of Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition referred to 

twenty-eight members on this side of the House, silent members who,he 

sai<l,would no doubt have something to say in this debate. Mr. Chairman, 

I hope he does not include me, because I have been, Sir, fighting for the 

fishermen of Newfoundland and Labrador for over twenty years, night and 

dc1y, around the clock. Even before I became a member of this hon. House 

of Assembly, at my own expense, I sent many telegrams to Ottawa, many letters 
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~IR. :IAP.3()t.:P-: 

to O~tawa, cade manv telephone calls and paid for them out of my own pocket. 

~•m. ~:Ci~?HY: You were a P. C. then. 

~IR. B.,P.RJlr::t: Oh, no I was not a P. C, Oh! no·, 1-:hen I was a P. C. • I was 

blinded. I could not see t:1e lir,ht. Eut I see the E~'it nQ'.,.. I see 

the lipht new. :;ow t::en how in God's na::--.? he can include !';e in the 

t1.renty-ei~ht is beyond me! I feel a little bit hurt O\"er that. The hon. 

rie:?ber kno·..:s that no r:an has tried to do so r.-,uc:i as I hRve in uplifting 

the lot of the fisherr:en in the field of 'Cner::plovment Insurance, i.':ich because 

of rr.y h"hite Paper to Otta·~·a is playing an irr.portant part. You will see that 

on the first of July this year. 

~Ir. Chairman, I would like to say socething else. He refers to the 

National Food Products.which was the kind of food that he says was not 

fit to eat. If it was four weeks ago, ~r. Chairman, I can assure this 

hon. House that all the longliners, eleven or twelve of them in Bonavista 

South,were bringing in r,reat cathhes every day,from 1,000 pounds to 26,000 

pounds per boat. If he could not get fresh fish,well then he could have gone 

to the management, I ari sure they would have gotten it for you,because there 

are plenty of codfish in Bonavista which has to be brought in fresh every day. 

:,ow just let me say this in closing: I think that this Governtr.ent 

has a r,reat fishery policy, I do not think there is any honest, hard-working, 

.fishensn who co~es before the Loan Board, if he has a case, a gentleman's case, 

who cannot ' get assistance from the Govern!!'..ent 1 that is the fisheroen 

of Kewfoundland,so far as the Fishery Authority and Loan Board are concerned 

I know whereof I speak, because I have had r.:anj, many fis:ier:nen cor.:e to 

me. I have gone to the:, ,c-n thr fourth f toor of this buildin!c!. They have 

rone ai.·ay 1-ith a snile,hecause they have rotten what thev had cooe to get. 

Surely then .ho1o1 can you sav that very little has been done for the fishemen 

of :;ewfou:,c!:and: I a!'1 referring to tile six. There is no six . in Ottawa. 

There are only five Tories in Ottawa. Eo-.- can you f:.::!t six; Where has the sixth 

.... ,. ~ I,) 
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AN !ION. MEMBER: "The Shadow. " 
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MR. lll\RBOUR: He has been trying to drum up support. But the support he is 

goinr, to drum up is going to be very little. I challenge him now to oppose me 

in the historic district of Bonavista South • When the votes are counted, I will 

bring back the bacon. 

~rn.. ' MURPHY: . It will be announced tomorrow that Moores and Barbour will be 

running in Bonavista South. 

MR. BARBOUR: I would love that very, very much. When the ballots are 

all counted, I will win. He will lose. Because when it comes to ability 

and capability and experience and intelligence, I am away ahead of him. Because 

I have had to do what the fishermen have had to do. I have had to 'do l·!ha t the 

working people of Newfoundland have had to do. Let me tell you this, Mr. Chairman, 

that the people from all over Newfoundland and Labrador, when I was fighting 

for the cause of the fishermen, which I am doing at the present moment,~ am 

getting their support. Why? Because they know I came from a family who fished 

all their lives. I know what it is to fish offshore. I know what it is to go 

to t1'e Labrador. I know what it is to fish off the Funk Islands. I know what it 

is to cut the throat of a fish and to split a ·fish and to spread it on the flake. 

I know what a water he>Tse is? I doubt if you know that. 

I have been elected twelve years and I can assure every hon. member of this 

House that when I visited my district on the weekend past, the reception I received ) 

both in the Barbour Room, and in the Orange Hall 1was so exciting, was so great 

that my heart was gladdened,was so much that when I went to Musgrave Town to 

speak to the Salvation Army, the Seventy-Fifth Anniversay, words flew out of me. 

I did not get up with a piece of paper, "mum, mum, mum, mum," I do not talk that way . 

Mr. Chairman, I just had to say this: I think, Sir, that this is a real 

Government that is trying to be real good to the fishermen of Newfoundland. 

nR. CROSBIE: Hr. Chairman, this is certainly a hard act to follow. I will say 

this
1
Mr. Chairman, that when the hon. member for Bonavista South and I were candidates 
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together in the Liberal LeadcrshipConvention, I can testify to the fact 

that he could really heave it out of him. The words then were on wing. 

But the hon. gentleman got on wings , too, When his Leader re-entered 

the race, he quickly flew out of the race. He left me all by myself1 

witJhout a travelling campanion. There were only two of us first, the 

two fearless ones, tt1cn the hon. minister over there. 

MR. MURPHY: When did the hon. Minister of Education come in? 

HR. CRC!SBTE: Oh, he came in and dropped out at the same time. 

Mr. Chairman, there is no question about it that when Unemployment Insurance 

in Newfoundland is written up in the history books,the name of Pickersgill and 

Barbour are going to be together. 

AN HON. }@!BER Barbour and Pickersgill. 

MR. CROSBIE: Pickersgill up in the main chapter of the book and Barbour 

down as asterisk at the bottom,to describe the support that you gave that 

concept in your district. I said, an asterisk. The hon, minister does not 

know what an asterisk is? In fact the hon, member for Bonavista South is 

so persuasive I have almost forgotten what I was going to say. The fish 

th~t the hon. Leader of the Opposition had down in the hon. member's district 

was not a haopy sight! as he has told the hon. member. If the hnn. member 

is really going to do something about his district, the hon. member should 

chastise the hotel there for not serving fresh fish. That is the point. 

Mr. Wilbur Rideout used to run it. The hon. gentleman knows about him. 

That is the gentleman who is going to get the nomination, yes. 

MR. BARBOUR: I Blll not afraid. 

MR. CROSBIE : The hon. member •• 

MR. BARBOUR: I am not afraid of anyone in Bonavista South. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order plcas·e: 

MR. BARBOUR: He is putting words in mv mouth, Mr. Chairman. 

HR. CROSBIE: Mr. Chairman. just to bring up a point that the hon. 

Leader of the Opposition made: lie caused me to look at the estimates, 

Sir, to see how many employees the Dep~rtment of risheries have. The hon. 
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Leader did not say how many. The Department of Fisheries has thirty 

employc('s. It is the second smallest department. The Department of 

Labrador Affairs has nineteen. So out of 7,100,(whether it is relevant 

or not, it. is just an interesting statistic ) r,overn~ent employees, 

only 30 are in the Department of Fisheries. Now that does not mean to say, 

of course,that the department is understaffed, but it is something that 

would make you wonder,that in a fishing Province like ours, of 7,100 

Government employees only 30 work in the Department of Fisheries_ the 

second smallectdepartment. The largest, of course, is Health, 2,669. 

Of course the responsiblity is shared with the·G~vernment of Ottawa. 

Now, Mr • Chairman, a few general remarks on the fisheries. ·l think 

it is ·only fair,as an impartial observer,for me to congratulate the M. P.'s 

that this Province has at Ottawa!on the job that they are doing in bringing 

to the attention of the people of Canada the fishery problems of Newfoundland. 

I aan be quite impartial about this. I am not a Conservative. I am not 

an official Loyal Liberal. I am an expelled Liberal, an expelsed Libe~al. 

In fact, I am an eighteen foot beef, Liberal. So I can quite impartially 

say that we have M. P. 's in Ottawa who in the last two or three years have 

brought to the fore in Canada the needs of the fishing industry, not only 

of Newfoundland but at least of Eastern Canad~. They are still doing it 

today. It is stupid to say otherwise. It is stupid to say that they are 

just a noisy five or six • . They are five now, because one is the Provincial 

Leader of the Conservative Party. It is silly to say that they are 

accomplishing nothing. They are accomplishing a great deal. They are keeping 

the pressure on the Cabinet, the ministers at Ottawa, on Mr. Davis, on the 

Prime Minister. They are keeping before their eyes the fishery problems of 

Newfoundland, the problems in the seal fishery. Just yesterday I noticed 

in trepaper that they were questioning the Prime Minister on whether he 

was going to discuss in Russia the question of the depletion of the fishery rcsourc 
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of the llorth Atlantic. I am no expert on this but the papeissay thllt,it 

must be true that the Russian Fishing Fleet is takinr,, I think, half the 

fish that is taken now in the North Atlantic. The minister can correct me, 

if I am wrong. If it is not half the fish, certainly it is a tremendous quantity 

of fish. Yet the Prime Minister of Canada does not have on his agenda 

to discuss with the Russian leaders, when he is in Russia, the problems 

of the fishery on the East Coast of Canada. So, Mr. Lundrigan and 

Mr. HcGrath, Walter Carter and the representatives in Ottawa arc questioning 

them in the House of Commons. They questioned them in the House of Commons 

yesterday. They are going to today, to try to force Mr. Trudeau to put this 

on his agenda. Now is there anything wrong with that? 

MR. MURPHY: Yes, they are Tories, dirty Tories. They are not allowed to do that. 

MR. CROSBIE: I do not care what kind of Tories the~are • There are clean 

Tories. There are dirty Liberals. There are loyal Liberals. There are 

real Liberals. So the adjectives do not matter. The point is that they 

are doing a valuable service. We have a minister in Ottawa too. He is 

one of our M.P.'s, a minister. Everybody agrees that he is doing a very 

credible job too. So I see nothing wrong with saying that we have M.P.'s in Ottawa 

who are doing an excellent job in Opposition. We have an M. P. in Ottawa 

who is doing a good job in the Cabinet. But I do not agree at all with this 

criticism of the Federal M. P.'s we have in Ottawa,that they are too noisy. 

What is there job to be? ls not there job to bring to the attention of the 

Canadian Government the problems in their districts, the problems of Newfoundland, 

to press that they be solved, to put the pressure on? It is the same 

as the Opposition's job here in Newfoundland. I certainly think that th~y 

have done a tremendous and are doing a terrific job. If they can get Prime Hinister 

Trudeau to bring up the question of the East Coast Fisheries when he is in 

Russia.that is all to the good. It should be on his agenda now. I do not know 

why he needs to be pressed to have it on his agenda. He has on his agenda 

the question of the West Coast fisheries,which Mr. Davis is particularly 
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interested in, I suppose. Ile comes from there. But the East Coast 

fisheries are certainly more important to us and to a lot of other people. 

So, I think thev are doing a terrific job and deserve our congratulations. 

I cannot see any reason, nr. Chairman, why our Hinister of Fisheries would 

not be in touch with them just as much as he is in touch with the Hinister of 

Fisheries of Ottawa. What is wrong with that? They are putting the pressure 

on the Minister of Fisheries at Ottawa to check into salmon re8ulations that 

he is imposing this year. Our Government are trying to do the same. They 

both have the same end in view. ~~1at difference does it do, if they 

co-operate • There is no reason at all why they should not. To suggest 

that he contact the Minister of Fisheries is to contact the head of the horse, 

and to contact our Federal M.P.'s is to contact the other end of the horse It 

is a pretty stupid statement,in my view. So I think they are to be vastly 

congratulated. I do not know whether the minister has spoken on this problem. 

if he has not, he might; and that is the business of the depletion 

of the herring resources in Newfoundland. I was not here last night,for a 

few minutes,when the minister was speaking. But he is doubtlessly fa:".iliar 

with the report that Mr. V. H, Hodder made, of the St. John's Biological Station, 

recently. I do not have the date on this clipping. u The optimum ~ustainable 

yield of herring in Newfoundland waters may level off within the next few years 

to about half of last year's record catc"fi. of 169 ,ODO tons._" Catches were 

70,000 · in 1966-1967. Catches were 120,000 in 1967-1968 . . Catches were 

163,000 tons in 1968-1969 and another increase of just over 4,000 tons 

last year. That is 1970-1971. But it is expected to be about half as much 

t~is year. Mr. Hodder said that the decrease in landings this year can be 

attributed~ one of two things,either the extremely severe winter that kept 

seiners storm-bound for much of the time or a general decline in herring stock. 

Now we all know what has happened to the herring fishery off the Norweigan Coast, 

the banks of Norway, how the yield-went down because so much of it was caught. 

The same thing seems bound to happen off the coast of Newfoundland. I believe the 

Government ap,rees that it is now necessarv to prevent any more herring reduction 

,-, '") 2 ') 
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on the Sou tl, <::oas t I think that was said here last year,that we 

cannot afford to have any more large reduction plants, The minister 

mir,ht spec1k on that,when he gets a chc1nce, or give us his view as to whether 

this is really a serious problem or not, One other point, Hr. Chairman, . 

that is of r,reat importance to this Province,is this; that you would have 

to be foolish to stand un in this House and sav that the Government had 

done nothing for the fishery durinr- the last twentv-two years. Obviously 

the GovetT,mcnt have done a lot and has tried to help the fisheries. It has 

dnne a lot for the fishemen also. But the main weakness seems ~ 

to me that the Government, after twenty-two years I still does not have an 

overall development plan for the fisheries It appears that we are now 

approaching one. In fact I would say that with the emergence of the 

new union,which is bringing this matter to prominence,that the Government 

are now being forced to consider an overall development approach to fisheries, 

The Salt Codfish Marketing Board has been a revolutionary change in our 

fisheries. Now we are left with the problem of fresh fish and frozen.fishery 

of Newfoundland. A revolutionary ch,mge is coming in that. It is a g1·!"at 

pity, Mr, Chairman, that this is coming to a crunch in an election year. 

All members of the House are aware,as is Mr, Cashin,and others are aware 

and the Premier is certainly aware, because we have heard him say it many 

times,how crucial the fishermen's vote is in a certain number of districts, In 

ten or ~ielve districts it may be vital and twenty it is influential, So 

this is a poor year to have this tremendous problem. up to be settled and 

perhaps it will not be settled this year, But what has always amazed 

me, Mr, Chairman, is that whereas Norway seems to have evolved an overall approach t, 

the fishery and Denmark and Iceland, this Province so far has not. Of course 

jurisdiction is divided with the Government of Canada, It seems to me, 

we have to wait for the select committee to report, but it seems to me certainly 

that we should have a system whereby prices for the fishery are fixed between 

representatives of the fishermen, the fish plants 
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fish pL:mt O'l-mers and oper11tors nncl othC'r who have c>.n 

interest in the fishery. Certainly there shoulcl he sor-e kind of 

arbitration syster:1, p~rhnps some kind of rovE'rnrient hody that sets 

prices i [ thC'se rroups cannot a~rC'e. That has to cor.e. Certainly '1-~e 

have to lwve J.erisl.1 tion that ,:dves f:l.sherr1en rarrnini.n1' r:l.rhts. I do 

not thin!: I!e h.:,.ve to have ler:l.sl.1tion that Jives any one particular 

union a r1onopoly on h:1rr:a:l.ni.nr, r:1.?hts. That is 1d:ere the ruf is goinr. 

to cor•r. l.11 this :1.s necessary. All that :Is happenin;> nm! is necessary, 

but :ft is very il'lportant hm-: it is all brou~ht ;iJ,out. 

It has ah:ays amazed !'le why our rovernr,ent perrrits the 

plants thnt ~Te suhsidi;,e and guanmtee loans for ,to enrare in cut-throat 

competition with one another,down in the l'niteci States of /l"r1erica. The 

r.ovcrnrent helped to fi.n::mce nearly all fish plants :1.n the country,with 

the excc-ption of maybe one or two. There are one or t"o exceptions. 

Even t7ational Sea Products cominr. in here now, the C:overnment is roing to 

subsidize or assist them financially by guaranteein~. advancinr- money on 

their trawlers and guaranteeing lonns for theM. 

Even without legislation being passed,the Government can 

have a tremendous say in what these various fish companies do. Why the 

Goverrunent have been satisfied for years to allm.• them to go down competinr, 

against one another, enr,agin~ in cut-throat competion on prices and the 

rest of it,is a bit heyond me. At the very least there should he an 

assoc:fntion that can close the !1"arketinf of ~!e'l-rroundland fish, fresh 

frozen fish. Certainly I have never had anyone show n:e that I was wrong. 

Cert:linly the ,,•hole industry should have~down in the l'nited States,a 

processing plant to produce or tate the cod blocl:s and produce. fish 

fingers and all the rest of the finished products dm-m there. There is . 

not any one cc,r..pany in our fishery here in r:ewfoundland that has the 

money to do that, They have to put a process:l.nr, plant there. ~11 of them 

assistccl by the C:ove.nment could C('rta:1.nly do it. As I rerier,ber, I 
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~clicvc Icclnnd has a processing plant,inside the Vnitcd States 

t:1 riff l 111rr:lcr, to process their raw product. I arn not sure \.'!iethcr 

tlon.·ay does or not. There is no reason why the Eewfound] ancl industry 

could not have it too. The hir. money is surely made when jt is 

proccssccl fro!!' the cod 1:-locks into the finishecl product. If we could 

m::i 1 c rro!!cy c!m.'Tl in the States that wny,the profit "'ould CON~ t,ack to 

,·,ewfc,umlland and could r.e used in Newfoundland. Inste.'!cl of tl1at ue are 

scllinr tr_c cod blocl:s and that type of product dm-m thcrc,t~hich rets a 

much lm,,er price 1-ecause their tnriff 1'arriers dictate that they have to 

do that. 

,here are all 1-:inds of thinr,s, as I see it, Fr. Chairt:'an, 

if the r.ovC'rnr.:ent provides leadership, that can be done to help the fresh 

and frozen fish industry. Once there is an orranization to negotiate 

prices and set thcr,, there is no reason \,hy ,in a good year when so1T1e of the 

pr:ICE'S ~o quite hip,h, that part of that hi~h price cannot he put asjde 

in a fund to even it out in a yea• when prices are low. I l".ean, to 1:eep 

the pr:fce of the fishermen up in a year t·1hen it is low, there are :ill 

kinds of devices lil~e that that can be workec:l., once the industry is 

organized overall.. I assume that that is where we are headinr, now. I 

also assume that the select Col!',mittee is considering th:ls kind of thin,1. 

I am on record,long ago,as being in favour of this kind of 

approach. Jf other countries have had to do it, and if it has resulted 

in a higher standard of livinr: for- the fishemen in those countries, it 

will do the same here in r!Ewfoundland. There is a danp,er this year that 

tliis new approach might get caught up in other issues such as collective 

hargaining and wh~t union is to be recornize~ and whether there will he a 

checl·- off of union dues ancl the rest of it. We have to he very careful 

whrn this ll'r;'lsla tfon coT:1es before the Pouse, if it does , to separate 

th.:tt controvrrsi~l aspect of it frorn the rest of it. I have my Ol-m views 

as to "hcther there should be a compu] sary check.off from every fish£'T'T"an 

in thl' rrovfncc,of union aucs. 
sec 

I cannot any way in the "mrld whcr<' 
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1·11at cnn be rlonC'. I .it1st co not sce any 1my that it could 't-e done. 

1 r n tmi0I' y-ct,; a contrncl ancl the er•p]oyer ai::rees to d£>r1uct tlie dues 

of thl' 1·,,rt·crs c,f that rl.int, that is an entirely diffC'rer.t r.attcr. 

rut to !:DY th;, t every fi 1,herr!an in a country or in ;,n nrc•c1 has to have 

~ucs,for a unior.,clecluct~2 from the price he rcts for his fi~1, there 

1-:ould be a rf'volution on your hands. 

Tn any Pvent. on those nuestions we have to wni t for tl1C' 

Select Cor:r.ii ttee. [ thin!: that we should have some indication frcrn the 

r:ovf'rrn-•C'nt I in tbc ne::t 11cel·. or two WC'el-.s,as to ul,at the time table is 

rofor to rC' f c•r this l e~i.slation 0 ~ecat•se, 1'r. Chai r1can, I thin!· that 

PC' shou] cl have our wort clone !·ere, the uorl: we have to rlo ~Till 

cr-rta:fnly 1:c c'one hy the encl of t'ay, that is the estimates and the 

Emlret ~peech. The ler,·fi:;lation we have before us is minor and there 

should 1,c some indication from the r.overm:ient,in the next week or two, 

as to just 1-;hat they intend to do about th:fs Select Committee's report 

and ler.islation that arises out of it. 

I \.-ould lil:e the }'inister of risheries also, r•r. Chairman, 

to give 11s his cor.uner,ts on this point. This is a report in the ·rveninp: 

Te]eprarn,' Decer.,her 1970, where the Far.bour Breton plant workers express 

concern about the future plans which B.C.Fackers Limited had for 

processir,r opcratior,s at Parhour Breton. This was just last Dece!"'.ber. 

The union representative there, of the plar,t wor1':ers, said tha.t the 

plant ,-10rkcrs were losinr two to three days pay per week 1 that fall, and 

thnt B.r..Pacl-ers had df'clared its intention to renounce earlier vcrhal 

nrorniscs to the unjon,that it would purchase additionD.l trawlers to 

jncrc.isC' th(' supply of fisl1, and therefore the work load at the plant. 

Tbc union contendc<l that the corir,:my intcnclecl to reduce the number of 

pl ant er,ploy.-·Ps, al 1 of 1-.•hich prohleT"s have been co1"1poundec! ,he said, hy 

the resettlercnt nror.rar.r.ic, which has m£'ant that 500 additional people 

h:ivf' riovl·ll to J'.arl,our F.reto11. 

In the snT"c article the cornnny officials sai~ they hacl 
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not dcciclc<! whf'tlier to invest 111ore money in this operation or not. 

Thcy hnd not c1ccic1cd whether tor.et two trawlers or not, and that they 

1-:crc waitinr. to see how a new incentive programme 'l.."Orked out. The 

union officinl 1 "r. ",,honey, said the 220 in-plant worl-:ers are tat,ing 

l:rnrc- ;incl avcrar-e of thirty to forty dollars a week. Because they are 

only Por!· inf, three of four days a week, they' are only maJring thirty 

to forty dollars n 1-•eek, and it would be better for thel'l to be on 

1-:el fare if that i_s all they are goinr to receive in the average weekly 

wnpes. That i5 n rcood point. What is the point of workinr for thirty 

or forty dollars n week.if you can get forty or fifty fro~ the Welfare 

Depart1T:ent ,not workinr,? 

I~. NEARY: It is bad for their morale. 

1'P.. CROSBIE: Yes,bu-titis bad for your morale to work all week and only 

!!inke thirty or forty dollars a week also. 

AN HON. l!J]'llF.R, (Inaudible) 

!-'~- C:P..OSBIE · I am not tryinr, to make the point whether he is better 

off or not. but just to point out that because of this situation they 

arc only Tl'akinp, thirty to forty dollars a we£~<. 

The minister may have inforr.,ation since then. This is 

five months later,practically. Could the minister tell us what the 

situation is at Harbour Breton plant? Are they working the full we\!k 

down there now? Has the company decided to get more trawlers to bring 

in more fish, or what the position is at Harbour Breton? Obviously the 

whole economy of Harbour Breton depends on this B.C.Packers Plant. The 

Jl.C.Pacl~ers Plant, of course, one of its ,ain purposes is the herring 

fishPry, meal and oil. The other of course was to process fish. If it 

is to do much in the way of producing fresh frozen fish,more trawlers 

arP. needed. rcrhaps the minister has some information on that. 

There is one other poirt I would like to hear the minister 

on, J!r. r.haiman, that I think would be of interest to the people of the 

Province, nnd that is the International Fisheries 1 Fish 1~eal Plant,out 

3728 
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at Stephenville. The r.,inistcr knows that the C::ovcrm:,cnt of ?~ewfoundland, 

or tl:C' T'""!'l" of ::el-."foundl~nd, have :f nves terl in that plnnt, or at least 

in the- pl;mt :im1 the tt-10 herrinr: seiners t\iiit the plant is operat:inr, 

al>c>ut on£' ni,cl a-hnlf rnlllion dollars. I have the exact figures he-re 

sorE't•:hcrc. ,~_nyw:iv, it is close enour,h. It was nine hundred and some odd 

tl 1ousand dc,llnrs for the two vessels, the herrinr- vessels and one•half 

r,i] 1 ion do1 l:irs in the plant. That was done in 19(6 at which tiu1_e 

Litton Tnc'ustries. Calfornia, and W.r..Grace and Cor•1pany ll'ere said to 1:>e 

tl1e ovnC'rs of this plant. 

The !,!ewfoundland Government put up all the ir.oney to buy 

the tl-."o herrinr. vessels. They put up all the money to build the plant 

and paid all their expenses. The purpose of the plant was to experiment 

with the device called the resojet. Anyone who re~e~bers 1966 and the 

elect:1.on thnt follm-:ed will rernereber about the resojet, because·- this 

was the whole purpose of p·utting the plant there. The resojet was going 

to he revolutionary in chan~inr, fish, herrinr. and so on,into oil and 

me>al. Well, the resojet did not apparently work out. The ¥.inister c,f 

Fisheries last yeer said that 1in one year,only 150 tons of~eal and 

sixteen tons of oil had been processed. Seventy-five percent of what had 

gone throup.h the plant had been cured for food and only twenty-five 

percent in ~eal and oil, but there had not been any operating deficit on 

the plant,except for the two vessels. The number of people workinF; out 

there ~as pretty sad. 

In the calendar year 1969, twelve men. At the end of 

February 1°70, ei!!hty-ti:o ~en 'l-1ere then e~ployed. Thnt was because, (and 

that incluclt>d !"en on the vessels) that 1-ms because they had started an 

opcr.?tion out there processing herrin!! and fish for human consu!T'ption and 

hnd droppc-d the ~cal and oil operation. 

The llousc will also re'!'1er ber 1 '·'r. Chai rr.ian, that in Ynrch, 

~s a ~nttC'r c,f fact, r•arch 1971, th£' rrer.icr announced that there 

w:is go:lnr to 1,e c5tablished at Stephenville a million dollar herdnr-

r;729 
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c:mnitw. pJant. The yrarly proc1ucUon is ten !!'ill.ion c,ms of' hcrrinr 

f:IJ lc-t sr.-1c],s. The plant is to 1,c co!'.'pletccl t,y tl,C' end Clf this year. 

T!ie Frcr icr s11icl tlint the International !'isl:f'rics anc.1 Fish ~·e:il Lir·:ltc<l 

an' ; tiinp to l,uil<l ancl operate the TIC'\.' plant anr1 r.:arl :et the product in 

t:1e l'n:ltc•,1 States. The plant is not to cost the r.overnl'"ent one cent

no Govcn,r·ent gunri:ir.tces or loans. 

It will he supplied ly three vessels. The r.overnrent have 

chnrtcrC'c th£' 'ramon I" and the 'Harnan II' to Intcrnation Fisheries ancl 

the c-or:pnny will operate a vessel of its oun. I thini·. he sahl thnt 

TJr. Fr::inL J.;me,C1f 1"eP "ori-., is the 0•1,mer now of this cormmy, International 

-i;-is!ier.:lcs and fish ~•cal Lir,ited. I would lil:e to asl-: the tr.inistcr to tell 

the Corm:! ttee, ~!r. Chaiil'lan, whethi>.r the plans for that plant are heir.f 

carriec.cl out ancl wlicther or not Dr. Lane and Intcrnation Vis],eries and 

Fish :··c>;,l Lir.-ited are roinr to repi'ly to the (;ovcrnrent the 1dllion and a 

half dollars the r.overTITTent havF invested in the two vessels, 'llart-:on I" 

:mcl ' llartl'on II,•· and in the plant that is already out in Stephenville! Is 

it p;,rt of the a~reer:icnt that eventJally this invest'l'!!ent i,s to be paicl off? 

They are charterinr the ttm vessels. Are they paying rent 

now for the building they are usinr;? Rent to the Government? Because, 

t'r. Chainnan, every cent, as far as· I l:ne>w,th.::tt t-7as invested in that plant 

in Stephenville, was invested by the C-overnwent for a total of a tnillion and 

a-half dollars. Therefore, I think the Eouse should be told now l-:hether 

thi~ is r-oinr: to be repaid to the C'overnr,ent or d1ethcr it is a Goverm:1ent 

invcsttrcnt that we are going to receive interest or rel'!t on . or just what 

tile i:;ituation is. Jl.pparently there is to l>e an extension built on to the 

pl nnt, ht1t uhat happer.s ~.? the :lnvcstrent that Fe h::ive out thc>re no\.; 1 thi'lt 

nr. LAne has taken over? 

I think those are the only points tl,at I want to ral:e at this 

starc·,"r. Clrnirr.-an. I would lil-.e to hear from the r,inister,,-:hcn he gets a 

ch;incc, on l1orbC1ur BrPton and on the plant in Stenhenvi]le. ()f course, I 

would 1,c interested in hearinp anythinr else thnt he hc>.s to say al!m, ancl 
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d1C'ther hC' can indicate or whether the Prel!'icr can indicate ,, hat the 

posit fon is on fisheries lc,-islation, particularly in vie, '. of the fact 

th;1t , :r nn y t ,1? finisht'd our work h.y the end of ~•ay. 

!'r. s:·_~Lu:oon (J. !'.): !'r. Chairman, we will not finish our ,,:ork in this 

srr.sion of the rouse until 1-:e deal uith the renort of the Select Cornittee 

tl,.:t the Pouse ordP.red to he <111pointed to deal with the !"attcr of 

co]Jective bnrrair.inr and the procedures for the settin~ of prices of 

fish. Hhen trc rl:'port cones in to the l!ouse fror:1 the Select rol'lMittee, 

I:h:I ch 1 hone Pill re soon_ I have a hint that it r,-irht he ','on<lay or 

Tuer-day. !-:o? /,nyhow, I hope it will be soon, I have no control I:hatsoever 

over the Select Corir.ittee,of course. The Select Conn!ttec insof?.t .c".xcept 

it1sofar as the P..ouse controls it, is its o,m r.aster, and it '1-:ill ~ake its 

report and its recol!'mendations 1if any,in due course. 

The House will receive thel!'J,> the Government will consicler 

thC'T'!' nnd the Governr.ent will draft ler.f.slation and brinf it hefore the 

l',;,use.,for the consiueration of the House. I cannot say any more than that, 

It is a frightfully inportant r.,atter. We are convinced in the C-overnP.ent 

th;i.t there n,ust he collective bargainin~ for fishermen. Pe are absolutely 

conv1.nced of that. Absolute] y convinced! If we were not, the.re would 

have been no reference to it, no favourahJe reference to it in the Speech 

fron the Throne. It was outlined in the Speech as one of the n2tters that 

the Government l·!Ould. brir.~ hefore the J!ouse in the present session. He 

1'rour.ht it before the !louse in the tiresent session, and it was at our 

recoriMendation and our reC"(ttest, our surgcstion, that the Select Cor.imittee 

be c1.11rointed to hear evidence, to examine wjtnesses at1d to r.ake a report . 

He bcl:l.eve very stronr.ly 1 in the r:overnnent, in collective 

harvn:fn:lnJ! for fishenr.en. I will tell you '1-:hy,t!r. Chairman, I will tell 

you why. After a strug~le,of many, ~any years, we did succeed at la~t. at 

lonr last, at painfully long last,in ~ettinr the Governr.ient of Canada to 

ar,rr.c with this r.overnnent th;it there should he a Salt Codfish f.'arl, etinr 

noar<l that would take over the l"larl:etinr, of all salt corlfish pro<luc£'c1 :In 

~
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f.fternoon. 

tl1P Prcvjncc. f.t loni:;. pni.nfully lon~ last, ,,·c rot the C:ovf-rnr'l'llt of 

f;mada to ;ir-rC'c anc! thjs is now l,einr done. This tal:cs cnre of the 

sul:stantfol pronortion of the flsh '!"roduction of our fishcrr.er, but not 

all, only a suh~tantial proportion and there rcr•ains, ''r. Chairman, there 

n·r.1ains the prol,ler.i of the rer-.ainder of the fish !)roduction of our 

fishcrncn. 

Today they l:now that there is not a haul-0ff hy merchants 

or anyonc else in the Province on the fish that they salt. They 1--.now that 

now. F.vr.ry dollar th.qt their salt fish that they r,roduce hrinrs back from 

the inad·ct in Jar,aica, Porto P.ico, in the Pest IndiC's or '1-:herever the 

fish goes, every dollar that cor;,es back 1.nto re,-.•foun~land today, for the 

salt sodfish produced by the fisherr,en,roes straight into the poclcet:.s of 

the fisherren of ~;e"-"foundlan<l. Every dollar and every nid·le that comes 

h:tcl: from the foreip:n !"arkets for the fish shipped away co!T'eS bad·.,with 

the deduction only of the cost of doinp, it. That is all that is deducted. 

Every dollar that cones back into the Province,for the salt eodfish exported, 

goes into the pockets of the fishermen,after they have deducted the cost 

of doing it. 

That Sir, deals only with a portion of their production. 

l>o far as that proportion is concerned,the fishermen now have a satisfaction 

that they h~ve not had for nearly five hundred years. I do not think that 

there is any doubt that the fisher,,ien have been exploited dot-m through 

these centuries. I do not think there is any doubt at-out it. They have 

been exploited in their salt codfish. Adroittedly, the exploiters themselves 

failed more frenuently than not. They went l--ankrupt 1corc often than they 

did not, hec~use, if you real off a lonf, lonr list of the names of the 

salt c0rlfish firms in our history, what you arc readinr off is a list of 

names of companies that failed, that went broh~, that went out of business. 

rractically every rreatnair.e that was ever in the salt codfish business, 

the lmsincss of supplyinp fishermen, takin~ their fish, pacb1!!,:l.ng it, 

c·, ,., 'J ') 
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shirr:l.nr 1. t a,,:ay to the foreitn mar kets, practically C'very r,reat nane 

in th" salt codfish industry,after e,,;ploitirr the fishernen, cndccl up 

hnnl· rnrt anvhcw. It i s nn ai;tc,umlinp fnct. i\stoundin~ ! This dors 

nM 111l't1fy their ex!)loitatie>n of. thE' fisr.em('n. Thc-y die.! exrloit t hc

fji;hcrr,en . r.o not mal:e any r.iistake ahout that, thE'y did for ccnturicf;. 

r.ut, one !-iy e>nc- the}• all went dot-m, in spite of the exploitation. This 

w.i!.,if anythinr., a very ll'Ournful satisfaction to the fisherr.en. to sec 

tltC'ir exple>itcrs ro rrol:c. This was a mournful satisf:lction to 

:·c-ufounclland, to scE' the exploi tcrs !tO bankrupt . But there is no doul-t 

th.it there 1·ns e>:rloitation. 

llo1.; thl're ,d.11 never be exploitation again, in ):ewf ound land, 

of the snlt codfish fisherc en , of the fishemen who produce salt cod. 
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~~~;!ALLWOOD (J ,R.): Exploitation is ended. Every dollnr that 

comes back into the Province ,in return for the salt cod fish that 

is shipped out,gocs ri£ht into the pockets of the men who produced 

it, the fishermen, after deducting only the cost of doing it, the 

cost of packaging it, shipping it, insuring it, delivering it, and 

so on to the customers in the foreign market. 

This is an astounding fact. This I would say is the first 

time in nearly five hundred years of history in :lewfoundland when 

a large number of primary producers have been e~ancipated from the 

curse of exploitation within the Province. I am not saying they 

are still not being exploited and will not continue to be 

exploited in the countries where the fish is shipped to. There may 

still be exploitation there, but here in Newfoundland exploitation of 

the salt cod fishermen is gone. It is ended. The long night is over. 

But Sir, the salt cod fish portion of their production is 

only a substantial portion, it is not even half 1 and there remains more 

than half of their production which they market now as fresh. I am 

speaking at the moment of cod fish. 'il'he same observation,of course 1 

could be made of salmon, of herring, of lobsters, of queen crab and 

of other species of fish. 

Here exploitation is still possible and the least that this 

House can do, the very least, there is nothing less, nothing smaller 

that the Government can do, that the House can do for the fishermen 

of Newfoundland.who are producing fish other than salted fish, 'the 

very least we can do is arm them, put the an:iament in their hand'!; 

arm them, arm them to fight their own battles, give them the 

an,,ament. Give them the tools and they can do the job. What tool? 

What is their principal tool? Collective bargaining. They have got 

to be given the right of collective bargaining, If this House were 

to adjoum,and this will be the last Session of the present 

Parliament, if this House were to adjourn without passinr, a law 
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MR. SllALT.WOOn: to give the fishermen of our Province that weapon, 

that necessary tool, collective bargaining, we should,all of us 

here in this Chamber, go down to ignominy and disgrace forever. 

Our names should stink in the nostrils of the people. Our names, 

all of our names, all of us hear, should stink in the nostrils of 

the fishermen and all ,fowfoundlanders who prize justice. 

I am not going to make any suggestions to the Select 

Committee. It would be an inpertinence. It would be an inpertinence 

and I think quite unparliamentary for this Committee or the whole 

House,for that matter, to discuss the pros antt cons of collective 

bargaining, once the matter has been referred to a Select Committee. 

Your Honour would rap me down and Your Honour would be right not to allow 

any detailed discussion of it. To say that in principle we must have 

it is, I think, quite in order. 

I want to deal with another theme. The theme is this, Mr. 

Chairman, a man was in my house thP. night before last,until midnight, 

and we talked and talked till midnight, the night before last. This 

man is a Mainlander and in his own field one of the most able men 

in the whole of Canada. He has occupied extt'aordinar~ly high 

governmental positions. He has never been in elective politics. 

He has been the Civil Service type, but not really Civil Service. 

For eighteen months past he has been making a very special survey 

of Newfoundland's economy and of the prospects, the future of 

Newfoundland. •Has she got a future?" He has just completed that 

survey. It is now completed,this week. He completed it this week, 

this present week_ ,~ighteen months. 

One of the things that he studied was our fishery, the fishery 

of this Province. I have not been so happy about anything in a long 

time as I was to hear from:.him ,the night before last ,that after an 

intensive study on his part.of eighteen months, he is convinced that there 
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MR. SHALL HOOD:- is a great future yet for the fisheries of this 

Province. 

We have, I think all of us in this House, fluctuated 

between high optimism and low pessimism about the future of the fishery. 

You get down very low in spirit, very low, when you remember that there 

are this afternoon, while I am speaking here and the hon. members are 

listening, right now at this moment there are a thousand great,modern 

streamlined efficient fishing vessels in what we always call our 

waters but which are not in fact our waters at all but the waters 

surrounding our shore. A thousand. We have,right on the Island here, 

we have fairly good, pretty good, pretty modern, fairly reasonably 

modern fishing ships. What have we got? We would not have one 

hundred. Monroe's Fishery Products would have what? Twenty, no. 

What? A dozen? Twenty, I would say. Well we will take them 

all as they are. Twenty for the biggest firm we have in the Province. 

Twenty. Maeystown has eight, ten - thirty. Bonavista Cold Storage · 

twelve, Sixty-seven? The Minister of Fisheries tells me sixty-seven 

draggers. Sixty-seven in the whole Province. Taking them all, 

sixty-seven . draggers. All right make it seventy-seven· or eighty

seven, the whole point is, make it one hundred if you like and there 

are not one hundred, nothing like one hundred, , out of one thousand, 

that vast fleet, if we were to see that fleet of one thousand ships, 

two things would strike us~that the Newfoundland ships were the smallest 

the slowest, the least powerful, with a few exceptions now, '.t:here are a 

few larger and more powerful draggers but speaking generally,our sixty, 

seventy, eighty draggers,stacked up against the great fleet of one 

thousand,would be the smallest, the slowest, the weakest, and the other 

nine hundred and something would be, all of them, faster, bigger, more 

efficient and some of them vast factory ships lwith a crew of what~) with hm 

hundred men aboard. men and women, great floating factories,served by 

a small fleet of their own catchers, and carriers. catching, drag~ing 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: bringing in the fish to the factories, not taking it 

back home to the Soviet Union, not taking it home to Japan, not taking 

it home to Poland, not taking it home to East Germany, not taking it 

home to West Germany, not taking it home to Scotland, not taking it 

home to England, not taking it home to Spain or Portugal or Italy, 

not taking it home to the United States but right there out on the 

water processing the fish, doing the same thing that our plants 

are doing on dry land in here. Great floating factories, when you 

think of that, Mr. Chairman, and when you think of the vast quantities 

of fish they are taking, Mr. Chairman, and when you think of the 

way the stocks of fish are dwindling, the vast volumes, the thousands, 

the hundreds of thousands of tons that they are taking, when you see 

that,it reduces you to a mood of dark pessimism and you say to yourself; 

''how long can that last?'' And you say to yourself•, ''our poor devils, our 

poor devils were poking two or three miles off from the landwash. Our 

poor fellows,with their little boats poking off-two, three,five miles is 

half way across the Atlantic-in their small inshore,sedentary fishing 

boats.~ What is going to happen to them? You feel very, very, dark and 

gloomy indeed and I have had my moments of dark gloom,as a Newfoundlander, 

not as a politician just as a man, my moments of dark gloom,as I thought 

of the future of our fishing industry. 

On the other hand, on the other hand, Sir, I - cannot help wondering 

whether a modern fish plant here on our shore,equipped by six, eight, 

ten, twenty, draggers,with a tum-around of a week at the most, seven 

days_ How many? Eleven day turn.around. No,but I do not mean counting 

the days they are in port,. I am talking about the time they go out until 

they are back with a load. How many days? All right, from the time they 

are loaded, depending upon where they are, if they are down off the coast 

of Labrador it takes longer, but generally speaking from the time a 

dragger is ready to come back to port, how long does it take her to 

get back? A day? It depends upon where she is. 
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MR. S~fALLWOOD: I cannot help wondering if modern plants here 

in Newfoundland, equipped by draggers with a ten or eleven day 

turn-around, could not compete successfully with ships that come 

three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, 

thirteen, fourteen thousand miles each way. Have we not advantages 

over ther.1.? Must we always be inferior to them? 

Of course one of the troubles is the fact that in the 

Councils of our Nation, Canada, the whole of Newfoundland is only 

half a r.iillion souls, the whole Province, And in that Province of 

half a million souls, the fishermen and their families, their wives and 

children, their sons and daughters, the fishermen, all together, number 

one hundred and fifty thousand, two htmdred thousand, men, women and 

children. In the Councils of our Nation, in the Councils of the land, 

I can imagine, I can well imagine a Cabinet, a harassed Cabinet, 

wrestling and dealing daily with problems of the most tormenting character 

and of the most momentous character, m·atters so profotmdly vital and 

fundamental to the life and the future of all Canada, I can imagine that 

Government not being able, even in good faith, to find the time that is 

needed to be devoted to thorough•going consideratio'n of the fishing 

industry,which is one per cent of the Canadian economy, a little more 

than one per cent. That is one of the difficulties. ?hat is one of 

the troubles. One of the troubles is that. 

Mr. Chairman, the Government of Canada are about to spend 

$1,000 million, a billion dollars.on two airports. They are going to 

put a great new airport in Montreal and another great new airport in 

Toronto. One thousand million or a bit more than that, the way things 

escalate I would say that,if they figure it is going to be $1,000 million 

it will be $1,100 million or $1,200 million, $500 million, or $600 

million for each of two airports. A Government that can spend 

money like that thinks they are being wonderfully generous, wonderfully 

generous, wonderfully daring and imaginative, when they fling $ 5 lllillion, 
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!.!_ll,, S:-L\LLWOOI?_:.. $6 million, $8 million, $10 million, $20 million, 

to the fishery, to the development of the fishery. That is one of 

the discouracinr, eler.ienti; in this picture. When we look at the 

future of the fisheries in Newfoundland. -.1e cannot really depend, 

no m.Jtter what Government arc in office now, what adl!linistration 

.Jt Ottawa, Liberal or Tory. 

lndeed Sir, I find an increasing tendency at Ottawa,in all 

J:.'.1rties, to down grade the production and processing of all kinds of 

food,and pcrhnps there is a logical reason for that. If it is 

correct,as I am told it is, that the Government of Canada,for ~ountless 

y<'ars have been lashing out some hundreds of millions of dollars 

each year to subsidize the :.dairy farmers, producers of milk and cheese 

and butter, hundreds of millions of dollars a year and_ that there 

was a suggestion that they would buy out all the dairy farmers of 

Canada, buy them out, lock, stock and barrel, and pay generously for 

their property and put them out of business, leaving the production of 

dairy products in the hands of a relatively small number of very large 

factory-like farms and that they could do this across Canada and it would 

cost them,to do it, ~erhaps the amount of the subsidy for one year. 

~nd that,thereafter ~here would be no subsidy,because it would not be 

needed by these vast factory-like,vertical,farm industries, farm 

industrial establishments. 

I also find an increasing tendency in Ottawa and indeed it is 

to be found all over North America, an increasing tendency to ••••••••• 

God in Heaven, Mr. Chairman, I do not see it~ I just cannot 

see it. I just cannot see it. To take the attitude that service 

industries arc important, hotels, motels, all kinds of things, beauty 

pnrlors, barber shops, gas stations, garages, services industries - they 

call them. 

To begin with, they should not be called service industries. 

They are not industries. Call them service establishments, service 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: ventures but not industries. There is nothing industrial 

about them, 

We are told that increasingly the people of Canada and the 

people of the United States will be employed more and more, increasingly, 

ever more and more,~ a higher and higher proportion all the time, in 

a service industry. 
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t-lR. SMALLt-TOOn: 

That sounds to me like living or trying to live by taking in each others 

washing. Does there not have to be basic production? Now I know, I know, 

I am afraid,all too wcll,that the development of ap.riculture has been such 

that one man, one single individual man today can produce as much farm 

produce as one hundred used to do say fifty years ago, one man. The same 

JM - 1 

thing is happeninr. there as is happening in industry itself. The productivity 

of one man in the United States in a factory is as the productivity of say 

two hundred or three hundred men fifty years ago. The ruthless and the 

relentless scrapping of machinery,no matter how new it is,if there is a newer 

one and a better one, throw them out, bring them in,the latest thing there is. 

This policy has given the productivity to each individual industrial worker. 

One worker today,with that kind of backup, industrial backup1 can produce as 

op 

much footwear, clothes, neckties, carpet, furniture, anything you would like 

to mention, motor cars, as much today ~s two hundred men produced fifty or 

sixty years ago. 

MR. NEARY: It has been forecast that by the year 1985 fifteen 

per-cent of the population in the United States .will be able to produce all 

the goods that are now produced by eighty per-cent. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: In 1985, fifteen years from now, fifteen persons out of one 

hundred in the United States will be able to produce all that is now produced 

by say eighty per-cent or whatever the number is today. 

MR. NEARY: Three days •. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Three days. What in God's name is three days. At that rate 

of productivity ,in three days work they would produce a years needs. In six 

months, a days work ·a year,not three days,and half a day in the end. 

MR. NEARY: They tell us in Canada that by the year 2000 only seventy-five 

per-cent -

MR. SMALLWOOD: But in the meantime 1while that pyschology is occupying the 

minds and fillinii: the souls of statesmen,what are we doing down here? We 
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Mn. ~MAu.woon: . ... . ~ .. .. __ _ 
nrr .1ust a poor little backwoods with a crowd of fishermen. It is goinr, to 

be- nwfully tour.h tor.et Ottawa and the great statesmen of Canada to take a 

lively, a really lively interest in an industry that they probably feel is 

doomed anyhow. Rut, Sir, if it is doomed,and I am not goinp; to say it is 

not, I am not convinced that it is not doomed. Is the hon. gentleman? 

~__!ION. MF.PJIER: Not fully, 

~=- S~!~LWOO~: Not fully convinced that it is not doomed and not convinced 

that it is doomed. There is a big question mark 1 is there not? There is a 

great_. big q\•estion mark that fills the sky over Newfoundland today, a great 

question mark, That question mark is more vital for us than it is for 

anyone else in Canada,and that i~;"what is the future of the fisheries?" But 

even if you assume that it is doomed, it is not going to be doomed next week, 

next year, next dr.cade, next twenty-five years. I would venture to say that 

the youn~est grandchild I have will have grandchildren and there will still 

be a fishing industry in this Province. Now I say that,but it is ~oinP, to 

he a terribly uphill fight all the way, terribly uphill fiRht. I am convinced 

that long after I am dead there will still be a fishing industry in Newfoundland. 

Therefore it behooves all of us_, who are the law makers of the land and 

especially the Government.to do everything in our power to advance the fishery 

and in doing that do not look upon the fishery as a sort of abstract something, 

as a sort of detached something standing off at a distance . The fishery i~ 

the fishermen. That is what the fishery is. It is a crowd of men who have 

wives and children. They are family men. They ,•re our citizens. They are 

the voters, They are the people of Newfoundland. That is what the fishery 

is. It is a crowd of men, fishermen who have their living to make. That is 

why we must never, never beerudge time or attention or money or anythin~ else 

we have that we can put behind them. 

Mr. Chairman, there is one other thin~ left for me to say and that is 

in connection with International Fisheries. Dr. Frank Lane was the President 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: 

and General Manager of the Grace Fish Empire in South America, Chile and 

Peru.They have a vast enterprise down there~making fish meal and fish oil 

from anchovies,taken in the fantastic Humboldt Current. They set up these 

great plants and put in these great fleets of ships and they took the fish 

out of that current in thousands upon thousands of tons and brought the 

fish ashore and made fish meal and oil of them. Sir, the sales of fish 

meal skyrocketed. The increase for fifteen years, the increase percentage 

increase in the sale of fish meal in Europe was eighteen per-cent a year 

compounded. Just think of that. Why would this be? Why would Europe-.be 

buying every year eighteen per-cent more fish meal than they did the year 

before for fifteen years? Why? I will t 'ell you why. Because the eating 

habits of the entire population of Europe chanr,ed from beinr, eaters of 

potatos and cereals and they were the world's greatest consumers of cereals 

and vegetables, a very low protein food. 

war had something to do with causing it. 

They turned since the war and the 

I would say that United States 

s~rvicemen stationed in Europe had an awful lot to do with starting it but 

the people of Europe began to eat meat, pork and chicken.and the population 

of hogs, beef cattle and sheep and chick~; broilers in Eur~pe, the population 

skyrocketed phenomenally. 

But, Sir, you cannot do that without having fish meal or meat meal. 

You have to have a hir.h protein concentrate and as the people of Europe ate 

more meats,the population of the animals and birds increased ph~nomenally 

and the consumption of fish meal increased phenomenally, I have already 

said how phenomenally - eir.hteen per-cent compounded each year for fifteen 

years. The result was that down in Peru and in Chile the manufacture of 

fish meal skyrocketed as well until the inevitable happened. What was the· 

inevitablr.? The inevitable was a sharp decline in the bodies ~f fish in 

the water, the stocks of fish,with the result that W.R. Grace decided to 

~o out of that business alto~ether and to concentrate more heavily than ever 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: ---------
on petro-chemicals, petro and other chemicals. They have now become one of 

the great fims in the world manufacturin~ chemicals and they have gone out 

of fish altogether. Wh1tt happened to their comriany? Their company, Sir, 

was bour,ht by Dr. Frank Lane 1 their general manaRer. 

Now when Litton Industries of California and W.R. Grace came to 

Newfoundland,with the backinp-,at the invitation of the Newfoundland Government 

and with the GovernMent's backinp.,and engaged in the builclinr- and operation 

of a pilot plant, and that is all it was a pilot plant which,if the the 

pilot experiment had succeeded would have been followed by a big plant. It 

has turned out to be a pretty lucky thing that it did not succeed because, 

if it had succeeded, that process,the resojet process,they would now have 

had a hugh plant and right now at this time all of us in Newfoundland are 

thinking very hard about the idea of taking any more herring out of the 

water, even taking as many as we are taking out,and reducing them to animal 

and poultry feed, This is only because there suddenly had cropped up,a 

cou,le of years ago,a big market for ~irect human consumption herring. It 

is all for human consumption. There are two ways to feed herring to human 

bein~s: you can reduce the herring to meal, you can feed the meal to animals, 

to cattle, to sheep, to hogs, to poultry and you eat the poultry and the ho~s 

so you are eatin~ the fish meal, but you are eating it in the fol'111 of flesh 

or er,gs or pork chops 1or you can feed the herring direct to the human being. 

So I ob_ject when I hear people say that the herrinr; production that 

is going on now is for human consumption. All the herrinr, that is produced 

today is for human consumption. The herring that goes into the great reduction 

plants or the herring that goes into the packing plants is all for human 

consumption. Some of it is direct and some of it is indirect. we do not 

want to see any more,for the time being, any more direct reduction plants. 

We would rather see more~ more jobs, more employment, smaller men catching 

herrinp. and makin~ a living out of it, more men and women employed on land 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: 

doinr, the packin~. This gets better returns for us. 

nut, Sir. let me remind the Committee of this,that that market that 

has suddenly risen up for direct consumption of herring, that market is not 

a permanent ~arket, it is not permanently established. It arose suddenly 

out of nothinr., out of nothing. Today it was not here and tomorrow they 

were flockinr. over here from Europe begging and coaxing people in Newfound

land to sell herring to them. That was only three years ago. That market 

is not permancnt,unfortunately. I wish it were. Perhaps it could be made 

permanent, perhaps. Perhaps customers can be found all over Europe, over 

the world, in the near East, in the middle East, in the f~r East perhaps. 

Perhaps that can be done and if it can be done, Mr. Chairman, it is poing 

to be done by the kind of enterprise that Dr. Lane is now starting irt 

Stephenville. Now what is that? 

Dr. Lane bought out the Grace Fishing Empire in South America and 

then he bought out Litton and Grace at Stephenville. He also bought out 

that fascinating operation in Cape Breton. Mr. Chairman, I do not know 

what is wrong with us here in Newfoundland. I do not know what is wrong 

with us. In some wavs we are a crowd of ignoramuses. Do you know that 

ninety miles away or about ninety miles away from Port aux Basques, just 

across the gulf in Cape Breton, do you know that there is a great fish 

farm which is producing salmon and trout, Atlantic salmon in captivity 

and trout in millions of dollars worth each year? I never knew it until 

Dr. Lane wa~ in and brou~ht me in a whole raft of large photop.raphs. He has 

bought this place now and he is putting two or three million dollars into it 

and he iR enlarp,ing it enormously. Photographs of the ponds, the ponds are 

heated in the winter and they are raising enormous quantities of salmon and 

trout. What in the name of God is wrong ~ith us in Newfoundland? Why were 

we not doinr, that? 

1 looked reproachfully at him and I said. "Do not keep coming in 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: 

to me,to ~y office,and tellin~ me about your enterprises in Peru and Chile 

and Cape Breton. If you want co-operation from the Newfoundland Governmen~ 

you pet crackinr, and do that kind of thinp, here." Well, he said, "Premier 

do not worry when we have begun to make money out of it in Cape Breton we 

will do the same thinr; in Newfoundland.'' This Dr. Lane is a typical American 

r.o-r.etter, not quite typical because he is a doctor of science I think or 

a doctor of philosoohy or a doctor of something. He is a hir;hly educated 

university man and a man of tremendous drive and ener~y. 

Now he is startinp, a plant out there, the Minister of Economic 

Development can tell me, it is going to be completed when, the building? 

MR. NOLAN: In October. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: In October. It is what, two or three hundred feet lonr, by 

fifty or eighty feet wide and they are goinp, to employ a couple of hundred 

people in it. This is a plant that will be as modern as anythinr; in this 

Continent of North America and they have a magnificent brand "King Oscar~" 

the King Oscar, Kin~ Oscar brand of canned food of various kincls. This ls 

what I would like to see. I would like to see more of that and we can use 

our herrinr. to supply plants like that rather than reduction plants, The 

amount of employment it can create is terrific, it is enormous. You might 

end up by having a thousand or a couple of thousand people working in a few 

plants like that,and God knows you have three billion-people in the world 

who have to eat, three thousand million people and they have to have food 

and it is getting to be an awful problem to feed the people of the earth, 

a terrihle problem. 

Now I do not know how many members of the Committee have read that 

book that came out about a year ago saying that by 19V8 or 1980 mankind would 

begin to drop off like flies,from hunger,as there would not be enough food 

on the earth to keep them alive. Then they ~ay, ''Oh but these two authors, 

these are two men with the Department of Agriculture,in the Government of 
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the Unit~d States at Wnshinr,ton. These are two of the world's two r,rent 

exnertR and each one of them has an enormous amount of experience because 

each one of them has been stationed in half a dozen countries for the 

United States Goverm'lent and they are two of the world's rreat experts." 

JM - 7 

They Ray in reply tC" Anyone who says, "Oh, what are you talkinr about?" ~Look 

at all the land, look at all the land, the arable land there is around that 

can be used to produce food." they take the fiP,ures and they would turn 

your blood cold. The amount of land that is in the, there is no land left 

in India, none left 1 hardly an acre and they have six hundred million people 

there, six hundred million stomachs. 

AN JI0!-1. MF.:MBF.R: About two-thirds of them starvin~. 

!'flt- ~<;_~_LLWOOD: Maybe not two-thirds but millions of them starvin~,and no 

more ]and. China, every inch of land in China,which is one quarter of the 

land surface of the glohe,containin~ one quarter of mankind, there is not 

another acre to be got in all of China. As you go over the continent of 

Europe, do you know what they do in the continent of Europe? Do you know 

what they do in West Germany? As you drive along through the country roads 

in West German, believe it or not, believe it or not, outside the fence, 

toward the road on both sides of the road,they plant alonr, the sides and 

they lease, it is public land, they lease it from the nearest Governmental 

authority and they lease it for so many years and they cultivate the land 

along the side of the road. It is increditable the amount of land that has 

been taken under cultivation and with the population,we have gone from two 

billion to three billion. There are a thousand million ~ore people living 

on the earth,in spite of two world wars, a thousand million more in the last 

thirty years and,with the growth of population and the exhaustion of the 

amount of available land to produce food,obviously food must come from the 

ocean. 

There would be no trouble to sell herrinr.,if we can ~et people with 
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the p;uts :md the know-how and the drive and the ambition and the experience 

to estnhlish places like that. However, there has never been a year in 

thb House since I was Premier when I did not discuss the fisheries. One 

vear T spent fivE' days,but I am not going to do it this year. l spent five 

days, ev~ry day for five days, every sitting of the House for five days I 

spoke on th<> fisheries. Do you think I exhausted the subject then? By no 

me.<1ns ::tnd I am not ~oinJ? to take five days or five hours or anymore than 

anothE'r three minutes cliscussinf! the fisheries. 

MR. CRmrntF.: Are you ~oing to answer the questinn before you sit down? 

What was the question? MR~ snALU'OOD: 

}1R. CROSl\!E: The question wns about our million and one half qollar 

investment on that plant. 

"ffi. SMALLWOOD: Yes, the investment is still there. 

Mll. CROS'R!F.: Are they going to give it 'baclt to us? 

MR. SMALLUOOD: The investment is there ~d we will get every dollar of it 

ba~k. There was one million one hun~red thousand · 
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dollnrs of it,I think it was. It was $1.1 million or $1 million something 

th1't we paid to buy those ships. Those ships are worth more money now than 

we paid for them. They are there. We rented them, which is a good thing 

for us to do. We have rented them to Dr. Lane. He has bought one. He has now 

got three. These are manned with Newfoundlanders,! believe. I think he 

has a couple of Norweigan captains, if I am not mistaken. He did have, 

I think he may still have. These are manned by Newfo\llldlanders - three ships. 

These three ships, with Newfoundlanders, will supply the plant with 200 people, 

with 1obs for 200 NewfoW1dlanders. So I do not think we could do much better 

than rent those ships to that company,to Dr. Lane's Company. I think that is 

a good, wise thing for us to do. 

MR. CROSBIE: What about the building? 

MR. SMALLWOOD: The building is going to be entirely new. He is putting 

up a new building. 

MR. CROSBIE: He is not going to use the old one at alll 

MF. SMALLWOOD: Oh, I daresay he will use the old one as well. Yes, I have 

no doubt he will. In fact, if I am not mistaken I I really have 11,-t been out 

there. The minister who represents that district is on his way out there. 

He is not in the Chamber at the moment.If I could turn to him and ask if 

the new building is going to be attached to the present building, I do 

no know. I cannot answer that. But I would say this,that we will get our 

money back, every dollar of it. But I would be willing to lose,for the 

Treasury of this Province, to lose that $1.5 million and never see another 

cent of it on earth,provided it resulted in 200 jobs. That is pretty cheap. 

I mean 200 jobs for $1.5 million. That is very, very cheap. That would be 

one of the cheapest things every done across Canada today. It takes an 

awful lot of capital per man, per job to produce jobs. It is frightening. 

It is utterly frightening. It gets worse every year and every day, because 

all industry today is getting capital intensive and labour light. Loads 

and loads of capital is needed and employing fewer and fewer people. What the 

end of it all is going to be, I do not know. I think that is all I wanted to say 
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about the fisheries, but do not forget the one essential thing, Mr. Chairman, 

that this House has to do bfore it closes, we have to bring in Collective 

Barr,aining Legislation for the fishermen of Newfoundland. If we do not, our 

names will deserve to stink in the nostrils of the people. 

HR. HICKEY: Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a few comments, before 

this vote passes. I listened with interest to the Premier when he says 

that Newfoundl~nd fishermen were bled, I suppose he refers to the fish 

merchants when he makes that statement. I think, Sir, something else 

has to be said. There is no group of people in the Province that have not 

been bluffed more than the Newfoundland fishermen. There is no group of people 

Mr. Chairman that are not batted about more than the Newfoundland fishermen, 

especially in an election year. One would hope, Sir, that we are not going 

to embark on something of that nature.this.year. One would hope, Mr. Chairman, 

that this year.instead of just paying lip service to the ~cwfoundland fishery, 

we are going to see some action. One ~ould hope that we will see more than 

we have seen in the past. 

One of the things, Mr. Chairman, which I would like to comment on 

especially is the salmon fishery.and the changes that have been made in the 

regulations pertaining to that fishery. There appears, Hr. Chairman, to be 

little or no co-operation or co-ordination between this Province and the 

Federal Government,as it relates to the salmon fishery ~t least. Whatever 

about the fishing industry as a whole, there certainly does not appear to 

be much liaison as it applies to the salmon fishery. The reason I say 

that, Mr; Chairman, is because of the changes that have been made. A little while 

ar,o the Federal Fisheries Minister introduced a Bill in the House of Conunons, 

changing the regulations pertaining to the salm~n fishery. The big reason 

Mr. Chairman was for conservation purposes. One of the sections of that 

Bill, one of the requirements for a licence ,that a fisherman had to prove 

that he was a bona fide fisherman. Now, Mr. Chairman, if there had been 

the proper kind of liaison between this Province and Mr. Davis,there certainly 

would have Leen some changes in that regulation, in that section of that Bill 
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because any one who knows anything about the Newfoundland fishery as it relates 

to the salmon realizes only too well that the. number of salmon fishermen or 

the number of people fishing for salmon who are bona fide.,under that regulation, 

meaning that they depend on it solely and wholly for a livlihood,are few and 

far between, if there are any. But, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Davis does not worry 

about that. No, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Davis is concerned with British Colwnbia, 

his home province,and rightly so, Why should he not be~ if he can get away 

with it? He all but got a:way with it. British Colmbia, as everyone knows, 

they are full-time salmon fishermen but,as l said,how many are there in Newfoundland? 

Mr. Chairman, people who fished last year as part of the crew, as a member of 

the crew, this year cannot get a licence. They probably will get one before 

it is finished, but l know several who do not have one yet. What kind of 

representation was made by the Provincial Government, or was there any 

consultation with this Government before this Bill was introduced in the 

House of Commons.? If there was•. not, one_oh:viously has to ask why? ls there 

such a poor relationship existing betwee'll Federal Cabinet Ministers and this 

Government that they do not even bother to let us know what their plans 

arc, to let us know when they are going to bring in new Acts, new legislation 

that is going to· affect the very lives of our people? Is this the kind 

of relationship that exitts? It is nothing short of shameful, Mr. Chairman, 

when the real truth comes out,as it applies to this Bill. The whole purpose 

of it, as I have said, is. for conservation. .The whole reason for it is 

because of the Danish Fleet and others who have been fishing for salmon. 

But, Mr. Chairman, are there any changes that effect:.• those people ? l 

can certainly say there are not. As I understand,it, negotiations have 

not even begun. The Dains are still free to come into our waters and 

fish for salmon and deplete the stock. Who bears the brunt of it, Hr. Chairman? 

Our own fishermen, either part-time or full-time. Our own people who depend 

heartly on the salmon fishery for a livlihood. This is what we are having 

rammed down our throats. This was the "Just Society" that Mr. Trudeau refers to. 

One group of people are responsible for the destruction of our 

salmon stocks, We let them go scot free and we nail the Newfoundland 
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fishermen and all the other fishermen in the Atlnntic Provinces. We tell 

them to go to hell, if they want to fish for salmon. The remarks by the 

Premier with regards to this doctor are very interesting indeed. - I can 

assure him, Mr. Charim:m, that the only place that some of our fishermen, 

who normally fish for salmon this year, would get salmon, would be in one 

of those ponds that the Premier referred to. I am afraid that they would 

have to raise them. They certainly will not get them in nets . anymore,as 

they did in the past. 

It is all but amazin~, Sir, to sit in this hon. House and not 

hear one word uttered by hon. members with regards to this particular problem 

MR. BARBOUR: No: 

MR. HICKEY: How many hon. members are in this House, Mr. Chairman, who 

do not have a fair number of people who depend either partly or wholly on the 

salmon fishery? 

MR. SMALLWOOD: What the hon. gentleman has to say about me, say it to my 

face now. 

MR. HICKEY: I have already said it, Mr, Chairman. I am well aware of the 

fact that while I speak here and if the Premier is out of the Chamber, he 

hears what I say. He is also well aware •• 

MR. SMALLWOOD: I did not. 

MR. RICKEY: He is also well aware that 1 do not taJ:k behind anyb'ody's 

back, He is alco well aware of that. 

1 was just saying how the Newfoundland fishermen are being bluffed 

down through the years, 

MR. SMALLWOOD: What did the hon. gentleman say about me? 

MR. HICKEY: The Premier is head of the Governmen~ so if they are being 

bluffed by the Government, I guess they must be being .bluffed ' by the 

Premier, Does the Premier admit that? 

_MR. SMALLWOOD: 

one true1 

That is right. Tf one is true the other one is - but is 
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MR . !LICKEY: Mr, Chairman, I would like for the minister to •• . 
MR. SMALLWOOD: Is that all? 

-MR. HICKEY: I would like for the minister to inform the House as 

to just what his department\plans to do with regards to those new 

regulations. I know there are some changes, temporary changes,but 

what about next year? Those people who are given licences this year, 

who could not get them three weeks ago, two weeks ago, because of the 

new legislation, have been given those licences, have been issued those 

licences, Hr. Chairman · (lam sure the minister is well aware of this 

just as well as I am) just to cool off the situation, just to take the 

heat off. There:are no definite changes bethg made, as far as I can 

determine, Next year we will have this same problem again. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, if the Premier wishes to do something for the 

Newfoundland fishermen,and one is lead to believe that he would like 

to, why docs he not camp on the doorstep of Mr, Davis and remind him 

that there is another part of the country besides British Columbia? Why 

does be not do that? He has gone to the seal hunt. Now let him go to 

the Federal Department of Fisheries at Ottawa. Let him go and remind 

Mr Davis that we - too are Canadian citizens down here. We arena~ about 

to stand for this foolishness, this kind of injustice, this infringement 

upon our right which was enjoyed for so many years. Let him bring all of 

this back and drive it home to the Federal Fisheries Minister. ~~ might 

also remind Mr. Trudeau that when he comes to the people again for a mandate, 

he may not find them so quick _to even give him what they got the last time, 

much less elect any M.P.'s. 

_MR. S~L\!'00D: Come on! Come on! The hon. gentleman does nbt have 
1
to 

worry about Trudeau,let him worry about himself. 

MR. HICKEY: I am not a bit concerned about myself, Mr. Chairman. 

MR, SMALLWOOD: No? Are you giving up altogether?, Have you lost all hope? 

MR. HICKEY: The Premier might be interested in one . thing. 

investigating on what he told me about this •• 

I did a little 
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HR. ~f.ARY: You better watch "Howdy Doody." 

HR. IIICKEY: Do you know what I found? 

!JR. SMALLWOOD: No~ 

HR. HICKEY: I found a whole pack and they were all Liberals. Is 

not that so~thing? 

MR. NEARY: Keep your eye on "Howdy Doody." 

MR. HlCKEY: They were all Liberals, Mr. Chairman. That should answer 

that question. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

lfR. HICKEY: 

In that case, the hon. gentleman better go Liberal. 

It is no good, Mr. Chairman, for the Premier to 

try to smoothen this off by talking politics. It is really no joke. 

I will issue him an invitation right now that he can attend a meeting 

that is on tonight with regards to salmon net licences. 

Is it going to be a monster? MR. SMALLWOOD: 

_MR.. HICKEY: It will be a meeting Mr. Chairman. It is unfortunate, 

you know, that there are sections in my district that are not compared 

to the great metropolis that the Premier .might represent. They are not 

all capital cities. 

MR. NEARY: What about the moonlighters? 

MR. HICKEY: There are some small collll'4unities. 

MR. NEARY: Tell us •bout the moonlighters? 

_MR. HICKEY: Mr. Chairman, they are all part of this Province that the 

Premier supposedly loves so much. They are all very important people. 

He has a standing invitation from me right now to come to this meeting 

tonight and use the kind of humour that he uses with me, relative to this 

subject. I would like to have Mr. Davis there also. I imagine they would 

have some plans for him. He would know all about the Atlantic Salmon. 

He might run into a few. You do not ••• 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. HICKEY: Never mind the hon. melllher 0 he is well able to take care of 

himself and in due course he will probably let the hon. minister and everyone else 

know how he plans on doing just that. One just does not slap people in the face 
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ijr. Chairman,as those people or fishermen have been,and get away with 

it. The Premier is about to go to the people of Newfoundland this 

year in an election. One thing should be foremost in his mind, I will 

make the prediction that never before will there be as many fishermen 

vote against the Government, as this year. They are now well aware 

that they have been used. They have been bluffed, Really, Mr. Chairman, 

the Newfoundland fishery requires a little more than lip service • It 

iR not enough, as the Premier said a few minutes ago, to talk for five 

days in this hon. House, That does not put any money into people's 

pockets. We want some action for the Newfoundland fishery, not talk, 

There has been too much of that. I think it is about time that we had some 

action. There is no better year, Mr. Chairman, for this Government to 

start than this one. 

MR. HICKMAN: 

allowed, 

I must be allowed to speak, too, everyone else has been 

Mr. Chairman, in the - it is not as nice as the tie that the hon. 

member got down in Louisiana but I do my best. In talking about 

the fishery, I am in complete concurrence with the remarks that the 

Premier made concerning the decline or the dismay that has faced all 

-legislatures, on this Island,whenever we discuss the fisheries. 

I do not know - it is always a very easy thing to criticize fishery 

policy and fishery planning. Part of it is obviously true, Part of it, 

I suggest, in the history of this Province,has been out of desperation 

if for no other reason. When you try one plan and it does not work, you 

try another but always you are under the control of the consumer in 

foreign markets, The other is the natural reluctance that we have had 

to cope with in Newfoundland,on the part of many of our fishermen ,to change, 

In my opinion we must place emphasis on the inshore fishery. It is 

only lately that we have been shifting 
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MR. lflCKHAl~: the emphi.sis in a planned concentrated effort, on the offshore 

fishery,which is now landing certainly half of the total fish landing in 

this Province. Hr. Chairman, when we are looking at the fishery,there are 

some facts which come from DBS, which may be rather interesting. This is the 

value of the product for the fishing industry in relation to that of other 

export oriented industries in Newfoundland,from the period 1955 to 1967. 

Each year it has been declining and in 1967 only 15.3 percent ot the value of 

the export products from this Province was fishing, as opposed to 66.3 percent· 

mining and 18,3 percent pulp and paper. 

Now obviously, Mr. Chairman, with the number of fishermen declining each 

year that, if the fishery is going to maintain even the present 15.3 percentage· 

of the total export product,that we are going to have some massive infusion 

right now into our offshore and mid-water fishing. 

Mr. Chairman, when we talk about the few draggers that we have out fishing 

off .our shores now1 let me remind this committee that we have remained in 

a pretty much static position with respect to draggers since the fleet for 

the Maeystown plant went into operation about four or five years ago. There 

are no real signs that there will be ~ny substantial addition or replact~ent 

to the fleet this year. I know of only two new draggers coming into the 

fleet this year and in effect these draggers are to replace old worn out 

ships. 

· If we are going to maintain the ptoductivity, the fish landings,from the 

offshore fishery next year and the year after and the year a·fter that.., we have 

had during the past two or three years,and they have been in decline during 

that period, we are going to need anywhere from twenty-seven to forty new 

stem draggers1 coating well in excess of $1 million,added to our fleet during 

this time. This is where we need some overall policy on the part of Government 

and on the part of the Department of Fisheries. We just cannot sit back and 

wait until the price of fish suddenly escalates and then go in ~nd bTing in 

National Pood or Rational Sea PToducts and say that ouT troubles are all over. 

Qur troubles have not even started, and we may not be able to corntemplate or 
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MR. llICKr-t.\N: take care of the troubles that one has to meet with a fluctuating 

market. But the troubles.as far as production are concerned,are quite 

predictable. Everyone lmows and I know the hon, the Minister of Fisheries 

could predict this to his officials as well as anyone else, they can predict 

what the requirements of the offshore fleet will be in the next two years. 

But nothing is happenfog, I would like the hon. the minister, . we have not 

henrd from the hon, minister yet;and I still submit that it is the minister 

puttinp. through the estimates should make the answers. 

I would like to hear the hon, minister give us a report as to what is 

happening on the two National sea trawlers to be built in Marystown. There 

is an article carried in today's, (not today's) but the one that arrived 

today "Toronto Globe and Mail," Thursday, May 13, confirming that national 

sea products of Halifax have now placed orders with three east coast shipyards 

for six,150 ft stern trawlers_, costi_nr. a total of $1"2 million, two at naliiax, 

two at rictou, and two at Newfoundland Ma~ine Works. I realize that, but 

what I would like to hear is,because a month and a-half ago, when we 

were debating the Maeystown Bill, the Marystown Shipyard Bill or the National 

Sea Products Bill , I" was under the impression that the word was "go" then. 

But, if now we are in a position where the orders have just been firmed up, 

the word is not going to be "go" ''for a while yet. Because as the hon. the 

member for Placentia West knows, there is a great deal of recruitment has to 

go on to bring in the skilled supervisory personnel that are necessary to 

make this yard not just viable for two draggers but viable for the continuing 

viable and competitive,insofar as world fleets are concerned. 

I subscribed to a magazine called "World Fishing,'' When you thumb through 

this magazine, Mr. Chairman, you know you would.almost get frighten to death, 

when you look at the new draggers, the stern draggers that are being built 

in European yards, and wh~n you find now that every European yard is and 

has been for the past six months to twelve months booked to capacity insofar 

as building ships. are concerned,of all sizes and draggers,and you name it. 
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MR, HICKMAN: I am wondering, you know, how much longer can we allow this 

1nar,nificent plant at Marysto"m to remain as a repair yard, as it has for the 

last couple of yearsi There is something more to it than simply saying 

we are goinr, to expand it. Hy goodness, surely people should have been 

scr:.u~h 1 inr. off, beating all over Europe and all over Canada this last year 

and a-half 1 trying to sell the product of that yard, trying to sell draggers. 

You just cannot sit there and wait until the orders come to you. You cannot 

sit and wait until somebody comes along to buy Ross Steers and say we are 

coinr- to build a couple of draggers this year. It is totally inexcusable 

that eighteen ~onths have expired since the fish trades made known, and it was 

made known in this House, starting last year they required twenty-seven new 

draggers,and not one order has been placed. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, the hon. the Premier in his comments said that he has 

~rave fears that the Federal Government and that the parliamentarians in 

Ottawa are not too concerned about Newfoundland fishermen and are not too 

concerned about food producers in Canada generally. This may very well be, 

that the majority of the voters are urban rather than rural. But, whatever 

it is, I think this points up very clearly the absolute responsibility that 

is placed on the few Newfoundlanders we have up in Ottawa1 to scream night and 

day to bring to the attention of the Government of Canada and Parliament the 

needs of our few fishermen in this Province, when you compare them to the 

total population or even the total producing population of Canada. It ill-behooves 

anyone in this House or anyone in this Province to fault any member, I do 

not care what side of the House he sits on, for making the Minister of 

Fisheries in Ottawa uncomfortable. Because, if he does not do it, then the 

Pre111ier's worst fears are bound to come to fruition. We have seen it over 
(, 

the years, In 1953 there was a little activity on the part of the Federal 

Government,following the Walsh Commissiort. In 1962, or whenever it was 

that Mr. Pearson became Prime Minister, there again was some activity for 

a little while,and again it declined, Now we have a Government that is very 

economy minded,oriented,that look primarly at any investment they made in 
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NR. HICK.~to\N: industry• as to what the returns are ~oinr. to be. As Mr. Kieran' s 

says; seems to lost sight of the benefits that accure from a job or a labour 

intensive industry. 

The fact is, Mr. Chairman, that for every fishermen on the deck of a 

dragger sailinr, out of a ~:ewfoundland port today• three men and women, three 

persons are working on shore in the fish plant. It is slightly in excess of 

thrcc,the ratio is. Now that the Kennedy tariffs have been implemented, 

that ratio can very easily and very quickly go to five, if not six persons 

for every man, for every primary producer that is operating on board a trawler. 

There use to be an excuse, there used to be some justification in saying 

that we had to sell our product in cod block or blocks,or some other way, 

to the American market,because the great lobby in New England would not allow 

it otherwise. But, the fact now is that obstacle has been removed. There has 

been some effort on the part of Fishery :Products in Burin ,to set up the · 

breading and cooking plant that is now required~ But what is so unreasonable 

for us to insist, if you want to make money available, if the Government wants 

to f:l.nd an industry in which to put money, if it wants to find a labour 

intensive industry that will provide far more jobs than any of the industries -

presently on the planning board, then I suggest one way to do it is make money 

available to our fish companies to get into the final processing of their 

product in this Province and on this shore>now that they have no more impediment 

insofar as exporting to the United States is concerned. 

Mr. Chairman, again, when we are talking about the income that Nova Scotians, 

not talking about the fish farms of Cape Britian but the income that Nova 

Scotia fishermen make, as compared to ours- and there is a difference. People 

will often ask, why is it a big difference? I suggest to this committee 

that one of the reasons that the Nova Scotian fishermen had been able to get 

into the fresh fish market of Upper Canada and the Eastern States and we have 

not,with the exception of the Port Aux Basques area, there we get back to one 

of the key factors in the development of this Province and that is transportation. 

I believe that we can get into the fresh -fish market in the United States 

and Upper Can3da with a bit more imaginative transportation policy on the part 

!I 
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MR, llICK?IAN: of the Can~dian National Railways. Two years ago or less,the 

present Minister of Transport set up a Transportation Commission or a 

Transport Committee.headed by a Newfoundlander and comprised mostly of 

Newfoundlanders,to take a look at the C,N. operations on the South Coast. 

A little over a year ago, about sixteen months ago, when this House was in 

session anyway. there were several briefs and submissions made to this 

commission and one was made by the Joint Councils of the Burin Peninsula. 

That brief set forth, I thought. a very imaginative and realistic recommendation. 

That was that the ferry service that now operates between North Sydney and 
,,· ,r 

Argentia. the Ambrose Shea,should make a port,on the Burin Peninsula one 

of its regular ports of call, When this was fiBst mooted,the emphasis was 

on convenience to the travelling public and to the tourist industry on 

the Peninsula,and the,impact there would be very substantial. 

But there is another impact tlat would far out-weigh the benefit that 

the tourist trade will have in that area. That is, if that ship will call 

into a port on the Burin Peninsull,and it would have to be most likely either 

B1•rin or Marystown, maybe St. Lawrence but most likely Burin or Marystown, 

twice a week, we can get into the fresh fish market in Upper Canada and 

in Eastern United States,the same way as the Harding plant and the other 

plant in Port aux Basques are availing of the Carson and the ferry service 

across the Gulf. We can do it by way of reaper trucks. This makes a 

fantastic difference-

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible, 

MR. lllCIOIAN: Pardon? 

AN HON. MRMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. BICk~tAN:. That recommendation has been made and,as I say,it is contained 

in the brief of the Joint Council of the Burin Peninsula to this Committee 

The hon. the senior member for Harbour Hain last year suggested that the 

appointment of that committee was a great forward step and he expected great 

things. What none of us anticipated is that the committee would finish its 
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~-!R. l!ICJa-1/\N: report last September or earlier and we have not heard a word 

about it since, There has been an attempt to have it tabled in the House of 

Commons,unsuccessfully, The only recommendation that we have heard from 

were some reco~mendations. interim recommendations made in June of last year, 

concerning the schedule of the coastal boats between Terrenceville and 

Port aux Basques. 

If we believe what we say. and if we mean what we say,that the efforts 

to improve the fishery of this Province transcend political party, and if 

we accept what the Premier says. that any man worth his salt,standing in 

this House should be gropping for ways and means to help the fisheries . of 

this Province, then obviously something should be heard from this legislature 

and from the Government on the question of transportation of our fishery 

products out of this Province. We just cannot sit by and let this continue 

year after year and eventually enough pressure builds up and somebody in 

Ottawa says;'now, we better do something down there on the South r.oast and 

see if we can put on another boat.'lhat will keep them quite for another 

couple of years.'' 

We are not asking for hand outs. Thie is not a question of going up 

and sayin~;-give us more social assistance, Give us morelwhatever you call 

it}• regional disparity grant! This is simply 'saying; "give us an opportunity 

where we can con~ribute to your Treasury, as t4'ell as to our own •. " Mr. Chairman, 

I do not want, I do not intend to go over the various debates that we had 

in this House insofar as conservation of our fisheries are concerned, We 

suffered for the longest time under the excuse from Ottawa that it was not in 

the best interest of Newfoundland fishermen for Ottawa to embark on a course 

of r.unboat diplomacy. But, it has been made abundantly clear now, events 

have made it abundantly clear to all of us.that, whether it it going to be 

gunboat diplomacy or not, slow,tortuous,international negotiations will 

not solve the problem of the fishermen of this Province and will not protect 

our traditional fishing area. 
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MR. HTCYJ!AN: I sur,r,est, and I know I have suAr,ested it before, but again 

I sur.r.est it ,in the same light and the same vein as I made the other suggests; 

that this should be an non-partisan approach. That it is time that the 

Government of Canada was made aware,by the Government of this Province and 

hy this legislature,that we believe that conservation action has to be 

taken unilaterally by the Government of Canada at this time. Now the reply 

may very well come back that you cannot do that sort of thinr, Under international 

law, 1'hat is not playing the game. But, obviously, the United States decided 

to play the ~ame with respect to the haddock fishery on nrown's Bank and 

George's Bank. 

AN l!ON. ~IBUBER: Inaudible. 

HR. ll!C!,.'MAN: The Government of Canada has the right to do on the East Coast 

what it is attempting to do on the West Coast, that is, to accept the 

doctrine that is extolled in the United States and implemented in the 

United States as a Continental Shelf Doctrine, distinguish it from the 

Freedom of the Seas • You see this is where the United States, · ... the. . .Americans 

have gotten around it. They say George's Bank and Brown's Bank are par•. of 

our continental shelf. Whether we have the· right to stop a boat from going 

over tl1e sea per se, we do have the right to say to the nations ~f the world; 

we are implementing conservation measures on our continental shelf and we 

are doing that unilaterally. 

Now when you pick up the magazines like, "World Fishing-and others you 

will find that the action of the United States and the results that they hope 

that will be forthcoming begin to meet with the approval of INAF. Now 

I say we have learned our lesson from haddock, it has virtually disappeared 

as a Newfoundland product, We have the danger signals 'Vith respect to other 

species like rose fish and cod. You have ~entlemen like Mr. Etchegary saying, 

that ~e may have past the sustainable yield in cod and in rose fish. 

We just cannot sit back and say , "let us wait and see, Ile may be wrong, 

maybe.'! 1.t is water temperature," It is not water temperature, Mr. Chairman, 

it is over-fishing and the same applies • let me refer this, to the Labrador 
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MR, JIICta-lAN: fishery. Le.t me refer this COllmlittee to the findings of the 

Fishery Research Board as rerortcd on December 12, 1970. The Labrador 

Fisheries· is failing because of the massive catches by the foreign fleets 

in offshore waters. This is the finding of a team of scientists from the 

Fisheries Research Board, whi.ch carried out an investigation of the declining 

Labrador Inshore Fishery this summer. 

Fishery Hinister. Jack Davis,commenting on the find:lnr,,said,~hat he is mo1e 

determine than ever to try to get the other nations involved to see sweet 

reason and to protect the resource from serious over harvesting, 

happens they will suffer to • 

If that 

. nut, Mr. Chairman, this is not working, Mr. Davis must reaiize by no,.-r 

that the success in using sweet reason to the European nations 
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MR. IIICKHAN: with respect to our off-shore rights is not going to succeed. 

This is why I say there has to be unilateral action insofar as conservation 

measures are concerned and I believe that then the other nations will 

follow suit. You are not talking about a great confrontation between 

the Canadian Navy and the fleet of the Navy of the Soviet Union. You 

are sir1ply talking about some conservation measures, unilateral conservation 

measures which in the final analysis will be to our benefit but also to 

the benefit of the other countries. 

There may be another reason why the fears of the Premier are 

well founded, 1.n my opinion, in that Canada really does not regard itself 

as a fishing nation. We now rank ••• Where do we rank? Fifth, sixth, 

seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth? I think, this includes all fishing, of 

all kinds, fresh water fish, both the Atlantic and the Pacific. You 

know we 3re behind Nations like South Africa, Spain. We are slightly ahead 

of Denmllrk and Thailand. We are not in the same league as Peru nor Japan 

nor the u.s.s.R. The u.s.s.R., in 1968, produced 649 million·tons of 

fish, China - 6 million tons of fish. If the U.S.S.R. produced 649 million 

tons of fish in 196$, my guess _is that it has gone up considerably since 

that time. 

nut poor little Canada! In the United States (this is a matter 

of interest and maybe it ••• ). I do not have the facts but I suggest that 

it may be not that good. I think we may be ahead of Japan because Japan 

seems to concentrate on labour-intensive industries. 

Insofar as our- off-shore fleet are concerned, a comparison 

between Lhe factory ship, the catcher fleet and our fleet is relevant but 

I believe that we can get very close to per-man production insofar as 

hauling the fish out of the sea is concerned. 

I think too that we have things going for us. Geography - of 

course we have geography going for us. It seems to me again that 1 in these 

European countries, they are not at all cost conscious, they are not too 

concerned about competing in the American market and making a profit. 

1'he Poles are far more interested in getting their 
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M~t. IIICKl-lAN: hands on dollars than they are in making a profit. The 

East Germans arc far more interested in ~ettinr, their hands on hard 

currency than they are in making profit whereas the Nations such as, 

you know,the fishing Nations such as Canada in particular, the whole 

operntion is profit motivated. 

Hr. Chairman, ar,ain,when the hon. Minister speaks I would 

11 !:e to hear from him whether or not any representation has been 

made to Ottnwa,hy him, in his capacity as !!inister of Fisheries, 

concerning the protective measures this has to be International 

.ln one sense but :-l'ational in another- that have been tal-:en ~y 

Canada to control Canadian shipping,with respect to pollution of 

our seas, Some Nations arc beginning to take a very strong stand on 

this,Mr. Chairman. 

Let me give you one example contained in the April issue of 

the
11

Nautic:al Magazine"and it is headed "Imprisonment for Pollution", 

''>,[aster of the ,~orweigan tank "Polly Commander" was sentenced to 

three months imprisonment and the ll'irst Officer to one month and one 

day, plus a total fine on both Officers of i._126,700, by E' Spanish Court, 

for spilling,oil after running aground near Vigo Harbour entrance," 

Now that is a pretty severe penalty. Then in the same issue 

there is a letter to the editor,and he makes the suggestion that is 

contained in a paper that was prepared last year by Captain John 

Whelan of this City with respect to oil tankers,and he refers to the 

strandings and the oil spillage that has been caused as a result of 

dmn.,r;e to ships plates underneath the water line, and I quote; 

' 'ln nn·, case 1 if the leakar,e is under the water line and the tankers 

automntically shut, no fuel will leak out. This is·a physical law, 

Probably tanks must have connections, to the open air,through pipe lines, 

and it should be possible. in case of emergency, to shut them immediately.'' 

What Dr. m1elan pointed out and is significant in the context of 

I • 
the fishery and is si~nificant in the context of the Come By Chance 

Dev,•lopmcnt, th:1t oil t:mkcrs ,when they are built today, h:wc what they call 
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MR. HIClGL\.~: a single bottom. So thnt if an oil tanker grounds and 

she is going at any speed at all or if there is any sea, one little 

slit in a plate and pollution starts forthwith. 

If the recommendation that is contained in the report of 

Captain Whelan tand he clid it 0 tt was a magnificent report) is that 

our shipping laws should provide Canadian registered tankers, 

oper.:1ting in Canadian waters,and :maybe you can extend it to tankers 

coming into our waters, must be double bottomed. The same as this 

gentleman is suggesting in this report. It is going to have to 

co~e because we were told in this report and it is going to have to 

come because we were told here 1for instance during the Shaheen 

hearinr,s,about the tremendous oil pollution that is occuring in the 

North Atlantic now,jµst by ordinary emptying of tanks and other 

spillage that comes out of ships under normal operation when they 

take up their ballast,the discharge from their engine room all 

combine and makes a very unhealthy and not a very pretty picture 

insofar as the North Atlantic is concerned. 

Now Canada may very well say we cannot do too much about 

it because we_are not a shipping Nation. Canada does have some 

control though over the ships that operate out of its refineries and 

refineries placed on the Eastern and Western Seaports, It does have 

some control over ships coming in and obviously,as other Nations , 

are beginning to express the same concern over the general pollution 

of the Atlantic, then they should be·. ripe for some form of international 

negotiation. 

But ·they are entitled to hear from us. They hear from the 

Government of Saskatchewan, the first minute you see a pesticide turned 

loose out there which may damage their crops, they will come screami.ne 

in and they do not care who they embarrass until they get some 

action. 

I think sometimes we are far too sensitive in our dealings 

with Ottawa as far as resource industries in the Province arc concerned. 
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~1R. HlC:K~~~~; ''r. ri.:-,fr,,.:m, one thing that I would like to draw 

to the attention of this Commitee and that is in the Estimates 

there is provision for certain shore facilities to be installed, 

Maybe some of this is more related to the DREE Resettlement 

Programrne,when we come to it. But to give you some indication as 

to what a lack of policy has cost us in the last two or three 

years, the three settlements in the ~!strict of Hermitage called 

Parsons Harbour, Recentre West and Pushtbrough, these settlements 

have been regarded as sending conununities and they have been 

resettled mostly iri Grand Bank and Fortune. Parsons Harbour was 

a fairly sizeable, prosperous little harbour. Most people have 

moved out but there are not sixteen families left,for the three places 

all told. 

One of the reasons why they left was that they had been 

making all sorts of representation for a bait unit,for a doctor and 

they ha!-1 no teachers. But they cocld not get them and the indication 

was that these public services were not justified. Would you like 

to know what has happened now since they moved out? No. But guess 

what is going in Parsons Harbour now.- a bait depot, a bait unit. 

Now thereare sixteen families left,and they are also going 

to get electricity now. Of the sixteen, there are nine fishermen and, 

before they started moving and when the request was made for the bait holding 

plant,there were thirty-five fishermen. On that part of the coast they 

operate pretty well year around. Now there are nine left, I do not 

know what they have but now they are going to have electricity,so they 

must have a good Provincial member too. I realize that. But my goodness! 

when you talk about planning and policy, what kind ~fa policy is it 

that would allow or permit this sort of thing to happen! 

Then again ,when we come to the Estimates of tl)e hon. Minister 

of Social and Community Development, in the Lamaline area you have 

a trap fishery which is generally fairly prosperous during six to 

eight weeks and after that the practice has been that the fishermen 
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MR. llICK}L\N: give up the trap fishery, because they have no choice, 

and they do a bit of fishinr, dory fishing, ·enough to make a few 

hundred dollars,when the weather is good,and keep a few men working 

on shore. 

Now apparently they have been told that if they earn any 

~oney after the trap fishery,this is going to affect their assistance. 

I am sure they have been told it because they have made representation 

on their right to long term assistance,; or whatever type of assistance 

they are getting. 

I know,but it relates to the fishery. I know it is not 

limited to Lamaline, it is related to the fishery in this respect, You 

hear a bunch of men who, even though they are inshore fishermen and that 

their great thrust is in the trap fishery,with respect to the trap 

fishery, they can make another $300 to $1200 a year by being allowed 

to prosecute the fishery and supplement their welfare payments. 

I do not believe that thfo will take away any of their 

intitiative,by allowing them to continue this. I do not believe that 

it is good welfare policy to prohibit them from doing it. 

AN IION. MEMBER: The welfare system is wrong. 

MR. HICKMAN: Right. It is wrong. I do not believe that it saves 

the taxpayer any money,and that is one of the reasons it was given 

to them. 

Mr. Speaker, in conclusion,let me reiterate what has been 

said on both sides of this House today and said in this House,starting 

this morning. 

That the most important task facing this House of Assembly 

rir,ht now and one that we cannot conclude our sittings without 

implementing is bringing before this House and passing the legislation 

which we hope will be recommended by the Select Connnittee with respect 

to granting collective bargaining to the fishermen. Whether it will 

solve ail their problems may be questionable. But one thing we are 
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MP... IIICKMA~: cert~in of is that they are entitled to be given 

the opportunity to try. 

MR. EARLE: Could the hon. Minister tell us what is the present 

status of the Fisheries Development Authority? Who are the members 

now and are their activities confined completely to the Fisheries 

Development Authority or is it a sort of a mixed up A~thority? 

Hho is there? There is an increase in the vote this year. 

MR. \1INSOR: There are three, Mr. Prince, Mr. Dustan and Mr.Russell. 

MR. HODDER: Sh;:i.11 02-01, -02, -03 carry? 

MR. MURPHY: Mr. Chairman, Professional Fees - this has gone up 

$13,000 I& this the hirine of lawyers and that type of thinr? 

MR. WINSOR: It is the hiring of engineers and professional people that 

we have to engage from time to time. 

MR. HODDER: Shall 03-01 carry? 

~- EARLE: General Expenses - are these schools which go around 

the Country training officials incl·Jded in this Vote a 

HR. WINSOR: No. 

MR. HODDER: Shall 03-02 carry? 

MR. WINSOR: That Vote is to take care of any loss that we might have on 

the two boats fishing out of Stephenville. Last year we had a Vote of 

$60,000 I think it was,but we were not called upon to pay any of the 

expenses. As a matter of fact the boats were very successful last year. 

HR. lnJRPHY: There was no ·Vote last year according to this. 

MR. WINSOR: No, we did have it somewhere. 

MR. HODDER: Shall 04-01 carry? 

nR. HICKMAN: •j4-0l on LaScie, would the hon. !linister indicate 

to the Committee the status of the LaScie operation now? I presume 

it is still seasonal, I notice that the estimated loses from 

LaScie this year - 1.pproximately $100,000 less than that last year. 

would the Minister indicate to the Cq~.mittee how that projection has 

heen arrivec! nt? 

MR. HIN SOR: The loss of course is incurred by the incrc:rne in the 
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MR. WINSOR: expense of operating the plant in general and the added 

exp~nse in collection. The Company operating that plant lart year 

were called upon to expand their collection facilities, therefore 

increasing the cost of the plant,which I think accounts for the 

losses. 

}IR. l1lCK: 1AN: It was down this year. 

HR. WI :•SOR: Yes but it might be underestimated. 

Mr... HODDER: Shall 02 carry? Shall 1412-05-01 carry? 

UR. E,'u'U.E: Now this one, Xr. Minister could you give us some 

information? What :foes the Lewisporte Haulout do? How many boats 

were serviced there last year? Do you have any figures on it? 

MR. WI~SOR: I do not know exactly last year, but since the Haulout 

has been installed there have been about fifty-eight boats hauled up 

there and serviced, about fifty-eight. 

MR. EARLE: •:rtiat type of boats were_ they? 

MR. WINSOR: They range from small tuna boats to the longliner type 

of boat. 

MR. EARLE: Does that include passenger boats. 

MR. WINSOR: Yea,if they so desire, they can take up a small passenger 

boat. 

MR. EARLE: It is not just fishing boats. 

MR. WINSOR: No. 

?IR. HODDER: Shall -03, 05 carry? 

MR. MURPHY: What is the si~nificance of having the Rarnea ferry service? 

MR. WINSOR: That is a good question. I wish the Department of Transport 

would take it over, We made a strong request to them to take it over 

but so far they have decided against it. That service is very essential 

to that area. For the last two and a-half years they have transported 

about twelve thousand passengers. Last month I think there were 

five hundred and eighty-five passengers transported by that ferry. 

You may recall that the original ferry was lost last year 

and they had to make a replacement. I think the"Senator Penney11 is 
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!!1~---~"...I?{_:5_.9_R: operating there now. 

Your question as to why should it be in the Dep:>-rtment of 

Fisheries is a good one,but when it was originated it fell under 

the Department of Fisheries and it has not been changed. 

Mr.. HVRPHY: I thought it significant,because the ferry to St. Brendan's 

is D.O.T. or Department of Transport and Fogo I presume is operating, 

but still we have the Rarnea one. 

~fR. WINSOR: I can assure you we are trying to impress upon the 

Department of Trnnsport to take it over, Whether we will be successful 

or not is a question, 

MR. MURPHY: Arc any of the M.P.'s in Ottawa fighting the case or are 

we just going to ••• 

MR. WINSOR: Well they all know about it. 

HR. HURl'HY: Yes that is what I am just wondering;is this the weakness 

in it. 

HR. WINSOR: Could be. 

MR. HICKMAN: You are a very hone5t, Minister. 

MR. MURPHY: Very diplomatic. 

HR. HODDER: Shall 06-02 carry? 

MR. HICKMAN: On 06-02 Mr. Chairman, this is the Marystown Shipyard, 

the projected operating loses, Last year the operating loses at the 

yard were $406,000, which is down 1 as I recall1 from the previous 

years. My recollection is that we were told last year that the 

reason why these loses were down in Marystown is that Marystown has 

had a little work during that period and the hon. member for Placentia 

Wc5t nods his head in agreement,and it is true, After the two boats 

were built, the two draggers, it has been a repair yard and as the 

loses decline, the work declines and the employment unfortunately 

declines along side it. 

Now we see another decline of $100,000 projected for this 

year, Would the hon. minister indicate to the Commitee the basis 

for this projection. 
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MR. SMALT.WOOD: -- -- · ·----
This ~mount is an amount that was estimated months a~o. I do not think it 

is rcnlfstic myself. It could be very much more than that or very much less. 

Since this wns estimated and inserted in the estimates,developments have 

bcC'n occurrinp.: and continue to occur. The latest rlevelopment was today and 

there is ~nother one tomorrow and no ~ne in the Government is in the position 

at tht> moment to say anymore than that. I think this should he taken with 

a rrain of salt. The amount could be much lar~er or very much smalle~ 

time will tell, but we do not know today, we _iust do not know. 

MR. MURP_HY: On that it is rather sit?nificant,in 1969-70 pro_jected loss was 

$540,000 , in 1970-71 it was reduced to $258,000, in the estimate,but the 

actual turned out to be $406,000. So conceivably,~athering that it would be 

nnother half million this year and it seems to be, it makes the Budget look 

very rood, of course. That is another $150,000 less but,accordin~ to the 

Prr.mier's statement.it is not realistic and just looks good in the Budget

that is all I can see. 

~- EARL~: ~r. Chainnan, in answer to a question this morning,the hon. the 

Premier gave me some fir,ures on the occupancy of houses at Maeystown. There 

is rather a lonr,? list and some of them have been vacant up to eir,?hteen or 

twenty months. I am wonrlerinp,,in view of the increased activity or anticipated 

increased activity at Marystown, how is the recruiting getting on down there? 

Have there been many men recruited yet and if not,when is the recruitin~ 

exrected to pick up? 

MR. S~ALLWOOD: The ~eneral manager of the yard was in my office this mornin~ 

and the ~eneral manager of the top operating company was in my office this 

morninr.,from ~ontreal,and I am not in a position to say anythinr- at the 

moment. I am far more anxious to say somethinP. about it than the hon. 

rentlem;m is to hear it, far more,but t am not in a position to do it. Hen 

will have to be recruited. They will have to be recruited from distances. 

There will have to be employed at least as many men as were employed before and 
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wore an<l recruitinr. will have to be done. But at the moment I am not ahle 

to sav anythin" more than that and no one in the Government is. We are not 

fn a position to say what we know, not yet,as we do not have the authority, 

we do not have consent and we just have to ask the Coml'littee to accept this 

ns our l,('st estimate AS of the mol'lent of what money will be needed. As for 

the housc-s,they will all be occupied and far more than that numher will be 

occ11pil'tl heci\use far more than that number ,,,ill 'have to he built. 

Not to put too 11;reat a mystery on it, we /l.re ner,ot11l.ting for a 

suhstant:lal enlarr,ement at Marystown. 

MR. HT CK!1AN : I appreciate that :It is most desirahle that the hon. Premier 

not sav anythinr, on the nep,otiations with respect to enlarP-in,- the plant, 

hut could he 11;ive us some indication as to the status of implc,menting t1'c 

or<lr.rs for the dram~ers of National Sea Products? 

MR. S~fAT,LHOOD: Yes, they have the orders. 

Rir,ht. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: ------ If they are r,oin~ to be buildinr. two dragRers together,what 

they will have to do obviously is recruit men and get a whole shift of men 

assembled and that shift will acquire speed and efficiency ~n buildin~ 

Then,if there are other orders,as I believe there will be,there will have 

to he more than one shift. I think the thinr, that was orir,inally intended 

to happen at Marystown is about to happen and it will become a large ship 

bui1dinr, enten,r:fse and repair as well. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, before we get off this vote,and it is 

$300,000 here hut we feel that it will be more like half a million. How 

many p('ople on the avera~e have been employed in the shipyard during 1~70? 

I think it is somethinr, roup,hl.y aroµnd 1001 T think. Right, 

now T believe they are quite busy at repair work,but all that is a shadow, 

only a shade of what it was intended to be and what I believe it is about 

to heco~e. The handful of men workinr, thr.re at repair work, ship overhaul, 

C') ,.., 7 ') ., ' ~ 
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under the CSI,is a mere token of what it was meant to be and what I think 

it is ahout to become. 

-~-=- !~!B:1".l!'c.:. An avcra~e of 100 men. 

MR. SMAl,T.1 !non: Around there. 

On motion, Clauses 1412(02), (08), 1413(01), (02)(01),(02) carried. 

MR. 1-'.ART,F:: Mr. C.hain:,an, on (03)(01) - Fishing Gear Bountry, does this vote 

take in the replaceMent of d~map,ed nets and so on, that is nets which were 

ctrstroyed ancl have all these clail!!s been settled as yet? 

MR. WINSOR: No, Mr. Chairman, it dC'les not take in nets that were destroyed. 

It is a bounty on all new gear not nets that are damaged. It would be almost 

utterly impossible to arrive at a figure. 

MR • F.ARJ.F. : What does that come under? "Otherr" 

1-ffi. WH!SOR: Pardon? 

MR. EARLE: What does that come under? The next one "Other." 

!:f.R~ .. H}CY..MA!'l: Storm namage (Token). 

MR~ WINSOR: Yes, it could be. 

MR. MITRPHY: This bounty, Mr. Chairman, may I ask what percentage of 

equipment would it be,like on the nets and so on and so forth? 

MR. WINSOR: On nets and trawl lines. 

MR. MURPHY: Yes, what percentage? 

MR. WINSOR: -----·-- It is about twenty-five dollars per gill net. 

!!_~:.. _MllRf'HY: What is a gill net worth? About seventy-five dollars? 

MR. WI~SOR: Around that, yes. That is right. 

On motion, Clauses 03(01),(03); 04(01),(02); 05; Total: Subhead 1413; 

1421(01): 02(01),(02),(03); 03(01),(02),(03): 1431(01),(02),(03),(04); 

Total: Subhead 1,431: Block Provision: Canada Pension Plan; Block Provision : 

Salary Ad.1ustmcnts: TOTAL: DEPARU-IENT OF FISHERIES estimates,carried. 

On motion tlrnt the Committee rise, report pro~ress and ask leave 

to sit again, Mr. Speaker returned to the Chair. 

3774 
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MR. l!OJ)J)F.R: Hr. Speaker, the Committee of Sup.ply have considered the matters 

to t.hc>m refc>rrcd 1md have r,assed estimates of expenditure undr.r the following 

hc>ndinr,s: X]V - Fisheries, all items with some amendments and ask leave 

to sit ar,ain on tomorrow. 

On motion, report received and adopted. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Hr. Speaker, I move that the remaining Ordr.rs of the Day 

do stand deferred and that thr. Jlouse at its risinp.; do adjourn until tomorrow, 

~fonrlay at 11:00 A.H. of the clock and that the House do now adjourn, In 

makf.nr, the motion,whic:h I do for the purpose of saying what I am about to 

say,T would like to infonn the Honse that as of today 4()8 persons are on 

the payroll at Come ~y Chance, the number is 408. I would like to inform 

the House also that the latest report I have from Churchill Falls says that 

the hourly paid employees workin~ at Churchill Falls ·are now 72.4 per-cent 

Newfoundlanders - of all the hourly paid employees seventy-two and one half, 

72.4 per-cent are Newfoundlanders. 

!fR •. SPEAKF.R(NOEL): The motion is that this House on its rising do. adjourn 

until tomorrow, Monday at 11 o'clock. 

MR. MURPHY: Mr. Speaker, I would move that the House on its risin~ do adjourn 

until 3 o'clock Monday afternoon. I feel that we are getting ahead very good 

with everythin~ and I believe it is becoming quite a chore for the Government 

to try to maintain a quorum. In fairness to the Government, Mr. Speaker, 

I would move that we adjourn until 3 o'clock,because it is rather difficult 

for us here, I am not maki~8 a speech but it is an actual fact,to try to 

maintain a quorum with the Government on this. We have a lot of things to 

do that we just cannot do and we are forced to stay in here in the House 

to maintain a quorum. So I move that we adjourn until Monday afternoon at 

3 o'clock. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Mr. gpeaker, a little bit on the irreir.ular side, I would be 

quite hnppy to accept that amendment. Indeed.if the hon. gentleman would 

withdraw his amendment,! would withdraw my motion and make a new motion along 
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th~ line- ns hr wnntR. In foct we would not even m•rd it hecnuse,w-ithout it 

we would m~<1t normally at 3 o'clock,hut I would he wflli.n~ to do it 

cxr,erincntnlly. I am sure that privately,in his heart,every melltber in 

this Honse wants to r,et the business of the House f:inished and 1?et the 

House closed without imy undue delay If we can do thRt with two sittinrs 

n day rnther than three ,wel 1 then that is just fine - thRt is just fine. So 

let us just try it on '-'"onday - Monday afternoon an<! night instead of Monday 

.morning. I know that it will give the meMben of the Cahinet some badly 

needed time to do some C:ibinet work,which has to be done.House or no House, 

Cnbiriet work bas to p.o on. 

So with Your Honour's consent,! would withdraw my motion and make no 

motion except that the House do now adjourn, in which case Your Honour would 

ad.1ourn it until 3 o'clock Monday. 

On motion. the House stands adjourned until Monday, May 17, 1971 

at 3 of the clock. 


